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A B S T R A C T
In order to fabricate solar cells with the highest possible values of efficiencies, mate-
rial type, layer thickness and doping have to be properly selected. It can be achieved
if light absorption and carrier generation are maximized and losses minimized. The
same parameters that increase carrier generation, can increase certain types of losses.
Parameters which reduce one type of losses, tend to increase the other types. Struc-
tural complexity of these devices combined with already mentioned conflicting re-
quirements create vast parameter space which is highly uneven and contains a huge
number of local minima and maxima. It makes it difficult for the most of search
methods to locate the global maximum. Therefore, heuristic optimization is crucial
for solving problems as complex as this one.
To find the optimal combination of these parameters, genetic algorithm is used
with drift-diffusion model and all material parameters calculated as a function of en-
ergy gap. This way we have very realistic material parameter set which, together
with detailed losses modeling, provide reliable results. To test the model, findings
were compared with the record setting devices. Results were in agreement, which
makes the model trustworthy. Two types of devices were optimized: multi-junction
solar cells (MJSC) and photon energy converters (PEC). In case of MJSCs, parameters
which were optimized are thicknesses, impurity concentrations, energy gaps and op-
timal current. And in case of PECs, thicknesses, impurity concentrations and optimal
current were optimized. The optimization was repeated with different types of losses
accounted in order to see how each one of them affects the overall efficiency. From
the results of optimization it was possible to see what are the main drawbacks in the
device efficiency and how to overcome them.
XIII
Calculations were carried out with ASTM G173− 03 Global tilted solar spectrum in
case of MJSCs and laser with intensity of 5W/cm2 and wavelength of 855nm in case
of PECs. The absorption was calculated from kppw code.
The maximum efficiencies achieved for the unconstrained device are 30.158%, 41.479%,
45.669%, 50.775% and 53.653% for MJSC devices with one, two, three, four and five
subcells, respectively, when all types of losses are taken into account. In case of the se-
ries constrained device, the results are 31.080%, 42.467%, 48.276%, 50.777%, 53.653%,
54.917% and 55.317% for devices with up to seven subcells, respectively, when all
types of losses are taken into account, as well. The values for the PECs are 69.431%,
68.838%, 66.676% and 65.698% for one, five, ten and fifteen subcells, respectively. This
time all losses are accounted as well. If the model is applied to the record setting
devices, the results are 32.34% for 2JSC and 38.1%, while actual, measured, values are
31.6± 1.5% and 37.9± 1.2%, respectively, which is an outstanding match.
Detailed device parameters obtained through the optimization process are pre-
sented. Examination of those results leads to possible recipe how to fabricate the
highest possible efficiency devices. It was concluded that the radiative recombination
is the most dominant type of losses in III-V semiconductors and can be suppressed
by increasing the material’s energy gap. Diffusion dark current can be suppressed by
increasing the energy gap as well, while the doping levels shoud be increased. On
the other hand, Auger recombination can be reduced by decreasing the doping, while
the increase of energy gap reduces Auger much more than the other two. This leads
to significant drop in efficiency when the algorythm tries to suppress the Auger, in
comparison when only the two other types of losses are accounted. Nevertheless, the
suppression of all losses leads to more efficient devices. This analysis can be a guide
the future experiments and indicate how much more efficiency can be achieved with
these devices, which materials to target and how to correctly balance between various
contradicting requirements imposed by the nature of semiconductor materials.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
For millennia humankind depended on resources found in nature. It was primarily
wood and food. And then, a few thousand years ago, we discovered agriculture. It
helped our species expand dramatically. Since bare existence was not an issue any
more, art and religion started to develop. After that, science too. Science was a
real breakthrough. We started to understand the environment and how to exploit it
even further. So, our progress accelerated. It drew increase in energy consumption.
Especially in the last two centuries. Fossil fuels fueled our progress. We had huge
amounts of energy available and we have not been spending it rationally. That is
the cause of pollution. Another important fact about fossil fuels is that they are not
renewable. It means that we are running out of it. And we will run out of it in next
few decades. In order to sustain our progress, we need a new energy source. It will
probably be fusion. Until we create a sun on Earth, we can exploit energy of the Sun
we already have via solar cells.
1.1 what’s so good about solar cells?
We have been using oil and coal as energy sources for two centuries now. During
that time, we have depended on nature less and less, and our progress exploded. As
a consequence, our influence on Earth and ecosystems became almost fatal. We are
exploiting Earth by far more than we should.
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Figure 1.1: World ecological footprint per each year with different
sources of footprint. [7]
The term earth’s bioca-
pacity refers to the re-
sources that planet is able
to provide and ecological
footprint refers to our de-
mands per year. When
the ecological footprint ex-
ceeds Earth’s biocapacity, it
is called Earth Overshoot Day [11, 6]. In 2018th the Earth Overshoot Day was on the
1st August [5]! Just for comparison, in 2016th it was on the 5th August and in 2017th it
was on the 3rd August [5]! From Fig. 1.1 it is evident that the most negative influence
on the planet comes from carbon emission. In 2016th we produced 33, 432 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide [3].
If we just reduced the carbon emission by 50%, our ecological footprint would be
within planet’s limits (Fig. 1.1). Identifying the main sources of carbon emission can
help us find a way to reduce it (Fig. 1.2).




Figure 1.3: Biocapacity per person and Ecological Footprint per person in: (a) United States of America,
(b) Canada, (c) China, (d) Norway. [13]
Developed countries have the most influence on ecology (Fig. 1.3). Energy consum-
ing way of life makes them overexploit the planet. One example is United States of
America (Fig. 1.3a). Other types of developed countries, like Canada (Fig. 1.3b), have
huge ecological footprint per capita as well, whereas due to small population and
large amount of resources they are significantly below their biocapacity.
Next, developing countries, like China (Fig. 1.3c) have still low ecological foot-
print per capita in comparison to the developed ones, but, due to large environment
exploitation, their biocapacity per capita is even lower. Most countries start over-
exploiting the land as their standards are growing. Unlike them, Norway (Fig. 1.3d)
is the example of how economic growth does not necessarily jeopardize the environ-
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ment. In the last four decades, their biocapacity decreased slightly, while they have
halved their ecological footprint per capita.
Most of carbon emission comes from energy production, traffics, farming, industry,
and globalization.
As individuals, we can do many small things which would reduce carbon emission.
We can buy products produced in any country in the world with one click of a mouse,
without thinking how is it going to be delivered or if the production process is en-
vironmentally friendly. Only transportation accounts for 15% of all energy carbon
emission in energy production [8], while overall energy production carbon emission
is responsible for 72% of overall carbon emission [17]. Industrial processes are respon-
sible for 6% of overall carbon emission [17], while energy consumed in manufacturing
sector accounts for 12.4% of carbon emission [17]. For instance, we can eat less meat,
or eat meat which is produced with lower carbon emission [10]. Farming is responsi-
ble for a huge amount of greenhouse gases [9]. Only livestock farming contributes to
about 9% of total anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions [9], but 37% of methane [9]
and 65% of nitrous oxide emissions [9].
What we can do is buy locally produced food, which would reduce carbon emission
from food transportation. When it comes to traffic, we can use bicycles, use public
transportation or buy electric cars and charge them from solar panels.
As individuals, we can not do as much when it comes to energy production. It is
up to scientists to invent the way and for governments to support them in the process.
The best way we can help our planet is by producing more energy from renewable
energy sources. In 2016th 13, 276.3 million tonnes oil equivalent (Mtoe) energy has
been consumed [3], which is equal to around 154, 403.37TWh, since 1Mtoe=11.63TWh.
Energy sources are graphically presented on Fig. 1.2. Only 419.5 Mtoe was produced
from renewable energy sources [3], which is 14.1% more in comparison to the year
before. Out of 24, 816.4 TWh generated electricity [3] in 2016th, only 333.1TWh came
from solar [3]. It is 1.34% electricity generated from solar [3]. Compared to 256.2TWh
produced [3] in 2015th, makes significant increase which is very encouraging.
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On the other hand, we receive between 1, 575EJ and 49, 837EJ of energy from the Sun
every year [23], depending on different assumptions on annual clear sky irradiance,
annual average sky clearance, and available land area. In other units, it is between
0.44 · 106TWh and 13.84 · 106TWh, which makes between 18 and 575 times more than
all electricity we produce per year. At the same time, it means there is between 1, 313
and 41, 560 times more solar energy available on the land on planet Earth than energy
we are converting to electricity.
Another reason we have to switch to solar energy as the main source of electricity is
its ecological footprint. If we take into account all energy used to produce and main-
tain solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and greenhouse gases produced in the process and
compare it to energy produced during lifetime, we will see that it emits slightly more
than 20g/kWh [32]. In comparison, a combined-cycle gas-fired power plant emits
400− 599 g/kWh [83], an oil-fired power plant 893 g/kWh [83], a coal-fired power
plant 915− 994 g/kWh [139] or with carbon capture and storage 200 g/kWh [139],
and a geothermal high-temperature power plant 91− 122 g/kWh [83].
1.2 a brief history of solar cells
The photovoltaic effect was first discovered by French physicist Alexandre-Edmond
Becquerel in 1839. He, at the age of 19, made the first photovoltaic cell in his fa-
ther’s lab using an electrode in a conductive solution. Almost 35 years later, in
1873, Willoughby Smith found photoconductivity in selenium. Four years later, in
1877. W.G. Adams and R.E. Day were experimenting with solidified selenium and
published a paper titled The action of light in selenium. Charles Fritts built the first
solid-state solar cell in 1883 using a thin layer of gold to coat the semiconductor sele-
nium and form junctions. That solar cell was 1% efficient. The next step in progress
of the photovoltaic solar cells was made by Polish physicist Jan Czochralski. He, in
1918, developed a method to grow single crystals of metal, which was used for grow-
ing semiconductor crystals by Gordon Teal and John Little thirty years later. Vadim
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Lashkaryov discovered a p-n junction in copper-dioxide and silver sulfide photocells
in 1941. Five years later the first modern solar cell was born. Russell Ohl patented a
solar cell while working on research that led to the discovery of transistor.
Figure 1.4: Price history of silicon solar cells [1]
In 1954 the first practical
silicon solar cell was made
in Bell Labs. The efficiency
was 6%. A year later in
Hoffman Electronics Corpora-
tion the first commercial so-
lar cell was made with 2%
efficiency (at price of almost
2000$/W), which increased
to 14% by 1960. The first sig-
nificantly efficient GaAs het-
erostructure solar cell was made in 1970 by Zhores Alferov. Solar cells gained their
popularity in 1958 when Vanguard I, the first solar-powered satellite was launched.
Soyuz 1, the first manned spacecraft was solar powered too. Those achievements
were subsequently awarded the Nobel Price in physics to Zhores Alferov in the year
2000.
Elliot Berman founded Solar Power Corporation in 1969. They made an estimation for
the next thirty years and concluded that energy prices will rise, which is good news
for the, still pricy, solar panels. Together with Exxon, he brought prices from 100$/W
to only 10$/W. In 2012 the price was only 0.62$/W [163]. In 1990s global warming
and pollution became so obvious that many scientists, individuals, and organizations
started pointing their attention to renewable energy sources. As a consequence, in the
last few years more and more politicians have been supporting the idea of renewable
energy.
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1.3 where are we now and where are we going?
From 2010 to 2016 the Compound Annual Growth Rate of Photovoltaics (PV) installa-
tions was 41% [14]. In 2014, China was the world’s largest producer of PV modules
with a share of 68% [14]. On the other hand, Europe holds the lead in total cumulative
PV installations with 33% share [14], which is less than in the year before (40% [14]).
The most common technology is Si-wafer [14] based and accounts for 94% [14] of the
total production in 2016. Multi-crystalline silicon technology was about 70% [14] of
the total production. The remaining 24% is mainly mono-crystalline silicon, which
holds the second position in total. All thin film technologies combined add up to
6% [14].
Figure 1.5: Global market share by PV technology. [20]
In terms of efficiency,
mono-crystalline silicon
solar cells are more ef-
ficient (26.7% [14, 96])
than multi-crystalline sil-
icon (22.3% [14, 96]).
Mono-crystalline silicon
modules are the best
performing modules with
24.4% efficiency [14].
The most efficient thin film solar cells are GaAs thin films (28.8% [96]), which are
very expensive and thus not used in commercial applications. Significantly cheaper
thin films, and commercially used, are CdTe with 21% efficiency [14, 96] and CIGS
(copper indium gallium selenide) with 21.7% efficiency [14]. In PV modules there
are many losses (e.g. resistance) that makes them less efficient. Therefore, mono-
crystalline silicon modules efficiency goes up to 21% [14], multi-crystalline modules
are around 17% [14] efficient and CdTe modules around 16% [14].
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Efficiencies above 40% can be achieved using high concentration multi-junction so-
lar cells. At the moment (1Q2018) the world record of 46% is held by a multi-junction
solar cell developed by Soitec, CEA-Leti and Fraunhofer ISE [15, 14]. The cell con-
sists of four junction III-V compounds with 508 suns concentration. Again, resistance,
together with other losses, makes PV modules less efficient. The highest efficiency
concentrated PV module, produced by Soitec, achieved 38.9% [14].
The Energy Payback Time is the time necessary for the photovoltaic system to pro-
duce as much energy as it was consumed in its production. It depends on the pro-
duction technology itself, solar system type, geographical location of its installation,
etc. At the moment, multi-crystalline silicon system in Southern Europe has Energy
Payback Time of around 1 year [14]. For concentrated photovoltaic systems it is even
less [14]. In general, in Southern Europe Energy Payback Time is up to 1.5 years [14],
whereas in Northern Europe is up to 2.5 years [14].
Overview of different solar cell technologies and their development through history
is presented in Fig. 1.6 by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
Figure 1.6: Best research-cell efficiencies. [2]
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Besides the ones mentioned above, different technologies are emerging, as part of
the 3rd generation PVs. They are based on new, promising, technologies or novel
materials which could exceed current solar cell efficiencies.
In perovskite solar cells the active layer is usually a hybrid organic-inorganic lead
or tin halide-based material. The absorbing materials are cheap and simple to man-
ufacture and are believed to be very cheap to scale up. The advantages are broad
absorption spectrum, fast charge separation, long transport distance of electrons and
holes, long carrier separation lifetime, and more. These make them very promising
materials for solar cells. One of the main disadvantages is the cost of electrodes, since
the most common material used is gold. Another problem is the toxicity of some of
the compounds used in perovskite solar cell fabrication. Next, there are problems
with deterioration in presence of moisture and sensitivity to UV radiation. Thanks to
all the advantages and despite all the disadvantages, at the moment (1Q2018) they are
the most popular and they have promising future. Efficiencies rose from 3.8% [121] in
2009 to over 20.1% [58] in 2014. Now, the highest single junction solar cell efficiency
is 20.9% [96, 217] And the highest mini-module efficiency is 16% [96, 19].
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) were invented by Brian O’Regan and Michael
Gra¨tzel at UC Berkeley in 1988 [162]. Light absorption takes place in the sensitizer.
Charge carrier separation is separated from absorption. Carriers are transported in
the conduction band of the semiconductor. A photo-induced electron is being injected
at the interface from the dye into the semiconductor. The advantage of sensitizers is
absorption of photons with wide range of energies. Fabrication is possible with the
conventional roll-printing technique. They are semi-flexible and semi-transparent as
well. Next, they have good performance in low illumination condition, which makes
them suitable for indoor use. Thanks to the low price, the price/performance ratio
could be soon comparable to fossil fuel energy sources. Like perovskite, DSSCs are
highly sensitive to UV and thermal degradation. Another problem is air infiltration.
These downsides impede their application in real devices under real environmental
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conditions. The efficiency of a single junction solar cell at the moment is 11.9% [96],
while the maximum mini-module efficiency is 10.7% [96]
Quantum dot solar cells (QDSCs) use quantum dots as the absorbing photovoltaic
material. They are based on the DSSCs. Band gaps in quantum dots are tunable over
a wide range of energies by changing the dots’ size, unlike the bulk materials where
the band gap is fixed but different in different materials. Thanks to this property of
quantum dots, they are very attractive for multi-junction solar cells which could have
high number of layers and, potentially, cover the whole solar spectrum. They could
have higher conversion efficiency due to hot carrier absorption. It would allow high
voltages or high currents. The efficiency goes up to 15.3% for QDSCs [191].
Organic solar cells have thin films of organic semiconductors, which is the most
common polymer. They are sensitized from a liquid solution, are flexible, and very
lightweight. Production is possible by a simple roll-to-roll printing process, which can
lead to inexpensive large-scale production. Molecular engineering allows different
energy gaps to be created. Due to high absorption coefficient, they can be very thin,
and, at the same time, very lightweight and low cost. Unlike other types of solar
cell technologies, they are disposable and more environmentally friendly. On the




H I S T O R I C A L B A C K G R O U N D O F S O L A R C E L L S A N A LY S I S
Solar cells have been analyzed since they were invented in order to identify the bottle-
necks in their performance. Various authors were emphasizing the potential of silicon
solar cells. Among them were Chapin, Fuller and Pearson [54] in 1954. In the same
year Pfann and var Roesbrook [168] expanded the model including analytic expres-
sions optimizing or matching the load. Next, a year later researchers Prince [170] and
Loferski [137] attempted to predict the dependence of efficiency upon energy gap.
The treatment of solar cells in above-mentioned publications was based on empiri-
cal values for material constants. Even though there was very good agreement with
experiments, according to Shockley and Queisser [188] it was not theoretically justi-
fied. They considered the detailed balance as a better way to theoretically calculate
the upper limit of efficiency. This limit is a consequence of the nature of atomic pro-
cesses required by the basic laws of physics. In their analysis they assumed the Sun
and the solar cell to be black bodies with temperatures 6000K and 300K, respectively.
In the detailed balance limit, the solar cell absorbs the photons radiated from the
Sun and emits photons back through radiative recombination. The fundamental band-
to-band absorption per unit volume, unit energy and unit time were accounted for.
It is generally assumed that one photon creates one electron-hole pair. The only
theoretically unavoidable loss type is radiative recombination, therefore it is assumed
to be the only loss. It is calculated as the emission of photons per unit volume, unit
energy and unit time. It is assumed that one electron-hole pair emits one photon in
radiative recombination. The difference between the number of absorbed and emitted
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photons is the overall number of absorbed photons. From absorbed photons short-
circuit current can be calculated and from emitted photons the open-circuit voltage
can be calculated. This way, the J-V curve can be obtained and all the properties of the
solar cell. The first great result from solar cell analysis said that the highest efficiency
of a single junction solar cell, fabricated with a material with 1.1eV energy gap, is
30%.
The theory was revisited by Mathers [146] generalizing the result to any type of so-
lar spectrum. He obtained 31% solar cell efficiency under AM1 spectrum illumination.
The model was further generalized by various other authors including multi-junction
solar cells, luminescent coupling between subcells, then increasing number of subcells
to infinite and various other aspects which were omitted previously. In 1980. de Vos
and Pauwels [60, 27], calculated efficiency for solar cells with a different number of
subcells under both 1 sun and maximum concentration of 45900 suns. Those efficien-
cies were 30.4% for 1 solar cell, 42.3% for 2 subcells and 49% for 3 subcells, all under 1
sun. When the maximum concentration was applied, efficiencies were 40% for 1 solar
cell, 55% for 2 subcells and 63% for 3 subcells. When the number of subcells was
increased to infinite, the efficiency obtained for 1 sun irradiation was 68.2%, whereas
in case of maximum concentration it was 86.8%. An interesting result was presented
here as well. When the luminescent coupling was omitted, the efficiency dropped
from 42.3% to 42.2% for the device with 2 subcells. This means that the luminescent
coupling has small influence on efficiency.
In the same year, Parrot [164] achieved very similar results in an edge illuminated
multi-junction solar cell. A device with an infinite number of subcells had 64% effi-
ciency under 1 sun illumination and 88% under 45900 suns.
Araujo and Marti [35, 145] considered a different approach. They tried to restrict
the photons emitted from the cells in both energy and solid angle. In their study, they
found that solar cell efficiency can not be maximized with respect to the solid angle
through which the photons are absorbed from and emitted to the ambient. The power
will increase if that angle decreases, which limits the luminescent emission from the
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solar cell. If reduced too much, it will reduce the solid angle through which sun
light reaches the device. Therefore, the solid angle restriction leads to the maximum
efficiency provided that solid angle under which photons are emitted from the cell is
equal to the solid angle through which photons are absorbed from the sun. In other
words, in order to achieve the highest efficiencies, all the nonilluminated surfaces
of the devices should be perfect reflectors. If this condition is met, the maximum
efficiency of a solar cell is independent of concentration.
Furthermore, they found that for optimal devices the highest efficiency is when the
absorptivity is maximal. In the case of non-optimum devices, where energy gaps are
lower than the optimum ones, non-ideal absorptivity can lead to maximum efficiency.
Next, the efficiency of non-optimum solar cell could be increased if the emission of
photons with energies higher than the non-optimum energy gap and lower than the
optimal one is prevented, as long as the voltage across the device is lower than the
energy gap.
When the Sun was assumed a black body at 5759K, they achieved 86.3% for an
infinite number of subcells. When the device consisted of only one solar cell, the effi-
ciency was 40.7%. The maximum efficiency was independent on concentration. These
limiting efficiencies could not be overpassed with some innovative ideas, including
quantum wells or impurity photovoltaic effect, since the above-described limitations
refer to them as well.
The Detailed Balance Theory was not useful only for calculating maximum solar
cell efficiencies, but for better understanding the photovoltaic effect and the solar
cell devices themselves. Each theoretical analysis introduced a new aspect in solar
cells which was previously omitted. As the detailed balance, as a method for solar
cell analysis, was being developed, it showed its usefulness in understanding the
thermodynamics of solar cells.
Thermodynamics is another interesting approach. Unlike the detailed balance, this
approach does not take any assumption about the nature of the converter. The lim-
iting efficiency can be derived from thermodynamics through energy and entropy
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balance, as in case of pure thermal converters, whereas in the detailed balance prin-
ciple it is done through the absorption and emission of photons. The two meth-
ods are equivalent. Proof of the claim is in fact that Parrot [165] derived, using a
pure thermodynamic approach, the same current-voltage relationship as Shockley and
Queisser [188].
In the thermodynamic approach, the solar cell is considered as a converter between
two large reservoirs. The first one, the pump, is the Sun and the second one, the sink,
is the substrate with a heat sink. The converter receives photons from the pump char-
acterized by energy and entropy. At the same time, it emits photons characterized by
another value of energy and entropy. In the process, the converter is producing work
and heat, with some internal energy and entropy. Here the solar cell is a quantum
system which, upon absorption of photons, is brought to an excited state where its
free energy increases. The free energy does work, i.e. creates electron-hole pairs.
It can be shown that at the maximum power point, the photovoltaic conversion is an
endoreversible process [202], i.e. all the irreversibilities come from coupling with the
environment. Concentration interpreted in thermodynamic terms means the larger
share of recombination radiation is being returned from the sink to the converter and
from the converter to the pump, increasing the reversibility of the system. Lumi-
nescence (radiative recombination) is the reverse process of photovoltaic conversion,
therefore an increase of luminescence decreases the irreversibility [190]. Higher re-
versibility means higher radiative efficiency and less energy converted to heat through
non-radiative recombination. It is seen through the increase of open-circuit voltage.
Following this approach, Landsberg and Baruch [130] expanded already existing
models and added the case when the pump does not completely surround the con-
verter and when the entropy generation and some other processes are not neglected.
They took into account return fluxes from the sink to the converter and from the con-
verter to the pump. Next, the solid angle of radiation from the pump (the sun) and
radiation distributed over a wide range of energies is accounted as well.
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The results of their study are the conversion efficiency, the entropy generation flux
and a current-voltage curve in a generalized and a more applicable form. They gen-
eralized the current-voltage characteristic for solid angle effects and arbitrary photon
distribution. Some of their results were relevant to thermophotovoltaic conversion as
well.
This efficiency is often referred to as the Landsberg efficiency [131]. It implies that
there is no irreversibility in the photovoltaic conversion since the entropy generation
comes from the black body radiation of a converter. Because the blackbody radiation
is taken into account, it is always lower than the Carnot efficiency.
If the converter is modeled as a semiconductor illuminated with monochromatic
light, it would be equivalent to a two-level quantum system. Results obtained under
these conditions are equal to those from detailed balance. Since solar cells are more
two-band then two-level systems, the analogy still holds because the two-band system
is actually an assembly of an infinite number of two-level systems [130].
In a subsequent publication, these authors together with Parrot and de Vos con-
cluded that even though the model was still incomplete, it can predict the efficiency
of silicon solar cell with more accuracy than before. In case of an endoreversible
thermal system, the efficiency of a single photovoltaic converter under one sun illu-
mination would be only 12%, which is incorrect since there already are fabricated
devices with higher efficiency. The inconsistency comes from the way quantum con-
verters absorb the solar spectrum. While in pure thermal converters all spectrum is
used, in quantum systems only part of the spectrum is absorbed, but with higher
efficiency. Therefore, the above mentioned two-level model [130, 39] is necessary.
The results showed that, for tandem cells, without concentration the maximum
efficiency is 42.31%, while if illumination is concentrated 1000 times the efficiency
rises to 50.67%. Another interesting result is that, even though important, the exact
choice of bandgaps is not critical due to the broadness of maximum.
Limiting efficiency calculated using thermodynamic and detailed balance models
were completed by Araujo and Marti [145]. They reviewed different approaches. The
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range of predicted efficiencies was between 85.4% and 95% in previous publications.
The authors pointed out values between 93.3% and 95% in efficiency obtained from
the standard thermodynamic models. Using the detailed balance, which is more accu-
rate,the predicted limiting efficiency was 86.8%. They published the efficiencies and
optimal energy gaps for devices with various number of subcells, different spectrums
and configurations as well.
The main aim of this publication was to determine the limiting efficiencies of multi-
gap systems. They analyzed two cases: with and without radiative coupling. In the
first case, the photons that leave each subcell can be absorbed by the surrounding
cells. In the second case, subcell has a reflector placed at the rear which reduces the
emission loss and, consequently, absorption in the surrounding cells. The system con-
figured as in the second case has higher efficiency, although only slightly, in case of
finite number of subcells.
For 4-junction solar cell, with one sun AM1.5 direct normal irradiance and no an-
gular restriction, the limiting efficiency is 54% in case with reflectors at the back side
and 53.6% in the case without reflectors. The difference is very small, as already men-
tioned. When the concentration is maximal, the efficiencies are 71% and 70.7% with
and without reflectors, respectively. Results for blackbody radiation at 6000K are very
similar and slightly lower than in case of AM1.5 direct normal irradiance.
When the number of subcells is infinite, the difference between cases with and
without reflector vanishes. The limiting efficiencies are 85% and 86.8% for AM1.5
direct normal irradiance and blackbody radiation at 6000K, respectively.
Another interesting result is the sensitivity of the maximum efficiency with respect
to the band gap. These values are more sensitive to energy gaps of lower subcells.
When AM1.5 direct normal irradiance is applied, there is no dependence on back
side reflectors, while at the blackbody irradiation the optimal energy gaps are slightly
higher when there are no reflectors than in case with reflectors. Maximal light con-
centration shifts the optimal energy gaps down for (0.1 − 0.2)eV regardless of the
spectrum, while the analysis with reflectors still holds. It should be pointed out that
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device exhibits huge dependence on the lowest subcell’s energy gap in case of AM1.5
direct normal irradiance due to valleys in the spectrum caused by absorption in the
atmosphere.
Another analysis of multi-junction solar cells based on the detailed balance was
published by Brown and Green [50] in 2002. They predicted 86.8% efficiency for the
devices with infinite number of subcells in both series constrained and unconstrained
configuration. They published values of efficiencies and optimal energy gaps under
blackbody radiation as well as under AM1.5 in series constrained as well as in uncon-
strained configurations. In the subsequent publication, authors showed that in case
of series constraining the device, the efficiency drop is less than 1.5% relative.
The most complete analysis of solar cells using the analytical approach to quantify
intrinsic losses and their effect on the device behavior was done by Hirst and Ekins-
Daukes [100] in 2010. They considered that physical mechanisms were not presented
clearly enough in the previous studies. This approach to solar cell analysis and photo-
voltaic conversion was done by considering energy and entropy fluxes. Conclusions
were that conversion of thermal energy into entropy free work causes Carnot factor
to limit the solar cell efficiency. Boltzmann factor, a consequence of the mismatch
between absorption and emission angles which introduces irreversibility, limits the
efficiency as well. Next, carrier thermalization, since the carriers are not extracted
from the solar cell but non-radiatively recombined, and emission, since the carriers
are radiatively recombined, but still not extracted to do useful work, are other limiting
factors. Furthermore, the photons with energies lower than the material’s energy gap
can not be absorbed, which is known as the "below Eg” loss. These intrinsic losses are
practically unavoidable, but can be reduced with novel solar cell designs.
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The first step in their analysis is determining absorbed and emitted fluxes. General-
ized Planck equation can describe the total photon emission of a body at temperature
T and chemical potential µ per energy interval dE per unit solid angle Ω









where c is the speed of light, h Planck constant and kB Boltzmann constant. The Sun
is a thermal emitter and, therefore, chemical potential is µ = 0 and temperature is TS,
while the photovoltaic device is luminescent emitter at temperature TA, so µ = qV,
where q is carrier charge and V voltage across the device. Now, photon emitted flux
from the Sun and absorbed by the photovoltaic device is n(E, TS, 0,Ωabs) and flux
emitted from the photovoltaic device to the environment is n(E, TA, µ,Ωemit). Since
the device can absorb and emit only photons with energy higher than its energy gap,









Since µ = qV, Eq. 2.2 is actually current-voltage characteristics. In case of an short
circuit V = 0 and therefore Jsc = J(V = 0). In case of open circuit, current is J = 0






















where γ(E, T) = 2kBT/(c2h3)(E2 + 2kBTE+ k2BT
2). The first term in Eq. 2.3 is Carnot
factor in open-circuit voltage. In the extreme case when TA = 0 and TS → ∞ it al-
lows qVoc → Eg. The second term is called the Boltzmann factor which, as already
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mentioned, is a consequence of the mismatch between absorption and emission an-
gles which introduces irreversibility, and, therefore, reduces voltage. The third term
describes the increase of free energy per carrier. It is a consequence of the mismatch
between the temperatures of absorbed and emitted photons. Excited carriers transfer
heat and entropy to the lattice during the cooling process. Reduction in entropy in-
creases reversibility and, thus, voltage. It can happen only in degenerate absorber. In
discrete absorbers, photons are absorbed only in a narrow energy range, hence there
is no cooling process.




















Semiconductor ideally absorbs only photons with energies equal to its energy gap Eg.
Photons with higher energies are absorbed as well, whereas the excess energy is lost




(E− Eg) n(E, TS, 0,Ωabs)dE (2.6)
These types of losses reduce carrier energy and, therefore cause a voltage drop. Emis-
sion loss and below Eg loss reduce the number of absorbed photons and, thus, the
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current. Emission loss is equal to number of carriers which are radiatively recombined




n(E, TA, qVopt,Ωemit)dE (2.7)
Since photons with energy lower than the device’s energy gap, it is considered as a




E n(E, TS, 0,Ωabs)dE (2.8)
Carnot loss can be reduced by keeping the device operating at lower temperatures,
e.g. using heat sink. Solar irradiation concentration reduces irreversibility, and, thus,
voltage drop associated with Boltzmann losses. The same effect can be achieved by
limiting the angular emission of photons from the device. Thermalization loss can be
reduced by introducing discrete energy selective contacts. This way hot carriers would
be extracted to do useful work instead of creating losses in the solar cell. Another
way of reducing thermalization losses is by splitting solar spectrum. It can be done
with multi-junction solar cells. Multi-junction solar cells increase low energy photons
absorption as well.
Losses reduce either a voltage or current in the device. If we understand the origins
of the efficiency reducing factors and if we are able to quantify them, we will be able
to understand how photovoltaic devices operate, and therefore how to design them
properly, in order to maximize the conversion efficiency. Models describing these
processes are very complex, which make it very difficult to see which ones affect
significantly the device operation and in what way. It makes heuristic algorithms,
such as genetic algorithm, crucial for tasks like this.
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B A S I C S E M I C O N D U C T O R T H E O RY
There are three major groups in which solid materials can be classified in terms of
conductivity: conductors, semiconductors, and insulators. Materials such as fused
quartz, pure diamond, and glass have very low conductivity, lower than 10−8S/cm
(Fig. 3.1). Conductors like silver, copper, and aluminum, on the other hand, have very
high conductivity, higher than 106S/cm (Fig. 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Material classification based on conductivity: insulators (yellow), semiconductors (orange)
and conductors (purple).
Semiconductors are in between. There are no clear boundaries between these
groups. Semiconductors have low conductivity and in that sense, they are similar
to insulators, whereas their conductivity can be increased which makes them more
similar to conductors. Their conductivity increases under the influence of heat, illu-
mination, magnetic field... Their properties can be altered by introducing impurities
as well. This makes them the most important materials for applications in electronics.
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Figure 3.2: Materials in Periodic Table: insu-
lators (yellow), semiconductors (or-
ange) and conductors (purple).
Semiconductors can be composed of sin-
gle atoms (element semiconductors) or alloys
composed of multiple atoms. Element semi-
conductors are in Column IV in the Peri-
odic table (Fig. 3.2). Typical representatives
are silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge). Silicon
is the most used semiconductor material be-
cause silicon devices exhibit good properties
at room temperatures and it is one of the
most abundant material on Earth (together
with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen), so the price is low in comparison with other
semiconductors. Alloys can be composed of two (binary compounds), three (ternary
compounds) or four atoms (quaternary compounds), or even more. Typical binary
compounds are GaAs, AlAs, GaP... They are known as III-V materials since Al and
Ga are from Column III in Periodic Table and P and As from Column V (Fig. 3.2).
There are II-VI alloys as well, such as CdSe.
3.1 basic crystal structure
Figure 3.3: Crystal lattice and unit cell. [4]
Semiconductors are gener-
ally arranged in a peri-
odic fashion, which is called
crystal lattice (Fig. 3.3). They
stay in a fixed position and
can not move, except for vi-
brating. Since they are ar-
ranged in a crystal lattice,
there is periodicity of a small number of atoms which is called unit cell or primi-
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tive cell (Fig. 3.3). The relationship between this unit cell and the crystal lattice is
described with three vectors a, b and c.
Vectors a, b and c are not necessarily perpendicular or the same length. Every point
in the unit cell has its equivalent point in other cells, which can be represented with:
R = ma+ nb+ pc (3.1)
where m,n and p are integer numbers.
Since the vectors do not need to be of equal length or perpendicular to each other,
there are different shapes of the unit cell. There are only 7 crystal systems or shapes:
cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, rhombohedral, hexagonal and triclinic,
whereas there are 14 different crystal lattices (3 different cubic types, 2 different tetrag-
onal types, 4 different orthorhombic types, 2 different monoclinic types, 1 rhombohe-
dral, 1 hexagonal, 1 triclinic), called Bravais Lattices: simple cubic, face-centered cubic,
body-centered cubic, simple tetragonal, body-centered tetragonal, hexagonal, simple
ortorhombic, face-centered ortorhombic, body-centered ortorhombic, base-centered
ortorhombic, rhombohedral, simple monoclinic, base-centered monoclinic and tri-
clinic
Figure 3.4: Crystal lattice structures common for semiconductors: diamond (left) where all atoms are
from column IV, and zincblende (right) where atoms are from columns III (e.g. red) and V
(e.g. black).
Element semiconductors crystallize in a diamond lattice structure (Fig. 3.4 left) . It
is a form of a face-centered cubic lattice with actually two such sublattices interpene-
trating each other with a displacement of 14 along the body diagonal of the cube. Most
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of III-V semiconductors have zincblende crystal lattice (Fig. 3.4 right) which is almost
identical to the diamond crystal lattice. The difference is that in zincblende one sub-
lattice consists only of column III atoms and the other only of column V atoms. Each
atom is surrounded with four atoms from different column.
Since crystal lattices are not completely symmetric, crystal properties along differ-
ent planes will not be identical. Therefore electrical, mechanical, thermal and other
properties of devices fabricated of semiconductor materials will depend on crystal
orientation. The crystal orientation planes can be defined using Miller indices (h, k, l).
They can be obtained by finding the places where the plane intercepts three Cartesian
coordinates. Next, reciprocal values of the distances of those places should be deter-
mined. Miller indices are the smallest three integer numbers with the same ratio. If
the value of any index is 0, it means that the plane is parallel with the axis. If the
plane intercepts the axis on a negative side, Miller indices are presented with a bar
over, for example (h¯, k, l).
3.2 carriers in semiconductors
In both diamond and zincblende lattice atoms are surrounded by four nearest neigh-
bors. Since in diamond lattice all atoms are the same, they have four valence electrons.
In order to be in a stable condition, atoms need eight electrons in the outer orbit, there-
fore they borrow four electrons from their neighbors. It is called covalent bonding. In
case of zincblende and III-V alloys, they have atoms with either three or five valence
electrons. They share electrons as well in order to reach eight, which makes covalent
bonding (Fig. 3.5). Besides dominant covalent bonding, there is a small contribution
of an ionic attraction between Ga+ and As−.
Since these bonds are strong, in absence of any external excitation, all electrons
are in the valence band and there is no conduction. At higher temperatures, under
illumination or any other excitation, a small number of electrons breaks the bond and
jumps to conduction band where it can participate in current conduction. In that case,
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those electrons leave empty spaces which are called holes. The Hole is just absence
of electrons, but for simplicity will be observed as a particle. Consequently, it carries
charge of the opposite sign than the one electron carries and move in the opposite
direction.
Figure 3.5: Covalent bonding in diamond lat-
tice with dark gray circles as atoms
and black circles as electrons.
Some of the electrons gain enough energy
to completely break the bond and become
completely free, whereas the most of them
just loosen the bond while still moving in the
periodic potential of the nuclei. In the first
case, they have the free electron mass. In the
second, the interaction with other particles
has to be accounted. That is why the effec-
tive mass of electron and hole is introduced.
This way, electrons and holes can be treated
as a classical charged particles.
Depending on what kind of potential the








The relation between energy E and wave vector k for gallium-arsenide GaAs with
different lattice orientation (Miller indices) is presented on a simplified version of
energy band diagram Fig. 3.6.
Narrower parabolas for electrons than for holes (HH,LH and SO) indicate lower
electron effective mass than hole effective masses.
Another interesting thing that can be seen on the diagram is that GaAs has a min-
imum of the conduction band in Γ valley and a maximum of the valence band for
the same value of momentum. Therefore, excited electrons can directly transition to
conduction band without changing in momentum. Semiconductors with similar prop-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of energy-band diagram for gallium-arsenide with different lattice orienta-
tions. [16]
erties are called direct semiconductors. Indirect semiconductors require momentum
change in order for the same transition to happen. Typical representatives are silicon
and germanium.
As already explained, semiconductors are not such a good conductors since they
have low concentration of electrons in the conduction band. Electron distribution of








where E is particle energy, EF Fermi energy, kB Boltzmann constant and T temperature.
The Fermi-Dirac distribution function ( fFD) shows what is the probability a particle
will occupy a position at energy E. It is very dependent on temperature, which is
obvious from Eq. 3.3 and Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Fermi-Dirac distribution function for GaAs at different temperatures, conduction band level
is presented on the graph, while valence band level is taken as the reference, i.e. EV = 0






where EC is the bottom energy of the conduction band, Etop is the top of the conduc-
tion band, N(E) is the density of states at energy E. Essentially, at each energy there
is number of available positions N which electrons can potentially occupy and fFD
describes the probability electrons will actually occupy those positions. Concentra-
tion of holes in the valence band can be obtained in similar fashion. After solving the
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where EC is the bottom of the conduction band, EV is the top of the valence band,
NC and NV effective densities of states in conduction and valence band, respectively,













where kB is Boltzmann constant, T temperature, h Planck constant, m∗C and m
∗
V effec-
tive masses in conduction and valence band, respectively. Parameter MC represents
the number of equivalent energy minima in the conduction band. For Si MC = 6, for
Ge MC = 4, for direct III-V materials MC = 1 and for indirect III-V materials MC = 3.
Values of effective densities of states at T = 300K for silicon are NC = 2.86 · 1019
cm−3 and NV = 2.66 · 1019cm−3, while for gallium-arsenide NC = 4.7 · 1017cm−3 and
NV = 7 · 1018cm−3
If a semiconductor contains significantly more carriers generated via thermal exci-
tation than the ones from impurities, it is called intrinsic semiconductor. In such case,
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every electron which leaves the valence band leaves a hole behind, therefore, there is
an equal number of electrons and holes, so n = p = ni, or:
np = n2i (3.9)
This relation is called mass action law and stands in any case of thermal equilibrium.
Combining equations Eq. 3.5, Eq. 3.6, Eq. 3.9 and Eg = EC − EV we can obtain the





Values of number of carriers in an intrinsic semiconductor at T = 300K for silicon are
ni = 9.65 · 109cm−3 and for gallium-arsenide ni = 2.25 · 106cm−3. Obviously, NC >> n
and NV >> p. In this case, EC − EF >> kBT (Eq. 3.5) and |EV − EF| >> kBT (Eq. 3.6).
Next, combining equations Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.6 with the property of intrinsic semi-













Since, in most of applications, materials have Eg > 0.5eV and at room temperatures
kBT ≈ 0.025eV, (EC + EV)/2 >> kBT/2 · ln(NV/NC), therefore EF ≈ Eg/2. The same
approximation was assumed in Fig. 3.7.
One of the ways to alter the properties in semiconductors, e.g. increase conductivity,
is to introduce impurities. Now the semiconductor is called extrinsic. Impurities can
introduce an electron or a hole in the semiconductor. Impurities which are from lower
Column than the element semiconductor in the Periodic table will introduce holes. On
the other hand, impurities will introduce electrons if they are from a higher Column
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than the semiconductor in the Periodic table (Fig. 3.2). I case of alloys, if an atom
is replaced by an impurity from a lower Column in Periodic table, the impurity will
introduce holes. In the opposite case, the impurity will introduce electrons.
Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of impurities in a crystal lattice consisting of Column IV elements
(dark gray) with n-type impurity (blue) and p-type impurity (red)
The easiest way to explain this is graphically (Fig. 3.8). In the first case, one atom
from the Column IV (dark gray), e.g. silicon, is replaced by one atom from Column
V (blue), e.g. phosphorus. Since atoms from Column V have one electron more (dark
blue) than atoms from Column IV (black), four of its electrons will form covalent
bonds with surrounding atoms. Meanwhile, the fifth electron, which has relatively
small binding energy with the phosphorus atom, will be easily ionized and become
a conducting electron in the conduction band. This is how an n-type semiconductor
is created and why these impurity atoms are called donors. In the second case, one
atom from the Column IV (dark gray), again silicon, is replaced by one atom from
Column III (red), e.g. boron. Since boron has one electron less (dark red) than silicon
atoms, three of its electrons will form covalent bonds with surrounding silicon atoms.
Since there is no fourth electron, there will be a vacancy (dark red ring), which an
electron from silicon can fill, leaving another vacancy, i.e. hole. This is how a p-type
semiconductor is created and why these impurity atoms are called acceptors.
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If the impurities have low ionization energies, we can assume all of them are ion-
ized and, therefore n = Nd and p = Na, where Nd is donor concentration and Na is
acceptor concentration. At the same time, in order to alter the properties of the ma-
terial significantly, Nd >> ni and Na >> ni. Since a semiconductor is usually doped
by donors or acceptors, it can be either n-type or p-type material. Since the Eq. 3.9
stands in all cases of thermal equilibrium, it can be used to calculate the minority
carrier concentration. In n-type material electrons are majority carriers, so nn = Nd
and holes are minority pn = n2i /Nd. Similarly in p-type semiconductor: pp = Na and
np = n2i /Na. It is obvious that nn >> pn and np << pp.
The importance of the Fermi level has already been discussed. It was calculated
(Eq. 3.11) with the condition n = p. In an extrinsic semiconductor it has to be re-
evaluated. General expressions for carrier concentrations (Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.6) are still
correct, therefore they can be used again, with corrections n = Nd and p = Na. Now,
Fermi level in n-type and p-type semiconductor are, respectively:












Schematic representation doping affecting Fermi-Dirac distribution function is shown
in Fig. 3.9. Doping significantly brings Fermi level to either conduction zone either
to the valence zone. At higher impurity concentrations, semiconductors can conduct
electricity even at room temperatures. At impurity levels around N = 1014cm−3 the
conduction is still weak, while at higher impurity levels there is a significant number
of carriers in the conduction zone. In an extreme case when impurity concentrations
are equal to the effective density of states (Nd = NC and Na = NV) value of logarithm
in Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 would be equal to zero and, hence, Fermi level would coincide
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Figure 3.9: Fermi-Dirac distribution function in GaAs doped in various impurity concentrations at
300K temperature; indices ”p” and ”n” denote p-type and n-type impurities, respectively.
with the bottom of the conduction band in n-type semiconductors (EF = EC) and
would coincide with the top of the valence band in p-type semiconductors (EF = EV).
In this case the expressions Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 are incorrect. Expressions Eq. 3.5 and 3.6
were derived from Eq. 3.5 under assumption E − EF >> 3kBT in Eq. 3.3. There-
fore, Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 are correct only in case of non-degenerate semiconductor, so
EC − EF >> 3kBT and |EV − EF| >> 3kBT.
3.3 k · p method
The k · p perturbation theory is commonly used to calculate optical properties and
the band structure of semiconductors. It allows derivation of analytic equations for
energy dispersion and effective masses. Thanks to the periodicity of the crystal lattice,
if the solution of Schro¨dinger equation is known for one particle in the center of
Brillouin zone, it is possible to obtain solutions for any particle at any point in the
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Brillouin zone using material’s energy gap and matrix element at the center of the
zone. Schro¨dinger equation for a particle at any point of the zone can be written as:
HΨn (r) = EnΨn (r) (3.14)
where Ψn is the wave function of the particle at the discrete level at energy En , while
H is the Hamiltonian operator. In case of semiconductors, the "particle" can be either
hole or electron and the "discrete energy level" can be conduction band or one of the
three valence bands: heavy hole, light hole or the spin-orbit split-off band. In general
form, due to the periodicity of the lattice potential, the particle wave function can be
expressed according to Bloch theorem:
Ψnk (r) = e ikrunk (r) (3.15)
where unk (r) is Bloch periodic lattice functions for arbitrary direction and wave vec-
tor, while e ikr is a plane wave.




+ V (r) (3.16)
where p is the particle momentum, m particle mass and V (r) the periodic lattice
potential. Particle away from the center will have different wave vector k, therefore
it can be introduced to Hamiltonian as a perturbation. Since the momentum of such




+ V (r) (3.17)
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Now, since (p + h¯k)2 = p2 + 2 h¯kp + h¯2k2, we can say H1 = 2 h¯kp is the first order,
and H2 = h¯2k2 second-order perturbation. Due to kp term in the first order pertur-
bation, this method was named the "kp method" [111]. Provided that the energies and
the matrix elements momentum between the wave functions in the center of Brillouin
zone are known, band structure in the vicinity of the center can be calculated.
Taking into account both first and second order perturbations with Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17,
we can obtain the Hamiltonian:







Now, combining the previous expression with Eqs. 3.18 and 3.15, we can solve the
Schro¨dinger equation 3.14 and calculate the eigen energy of a particle in a semicon-
ductor:
En ,k = En ,k=0 +
h¯2








〈un ,k=0 |pi |um ,k=0 〉〈um ,k=0 |pj |un ,k=0 〉
En ,k=0 − Em ,k=0 kj (3.19)
where discrete energy levels n and m can be conduction, heavy hole, light hole or the
spin-orbit split-off band. The vector of momentum operators is p = − i h¯∇ and the
matrix elements in Dirac notation are:
〈un ,k=0 |pi |um ,k=0 〉 = − i h¯
∫
un ,k=0∇um ,k=0dr (3.20)
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Next, since δi i = 1 and δi 6= j = 0 (Kronecker delta function), and taking into account
symmetry of Bloch functions and the fact that p is an antisymmetric operator, Eq. 3.19
can be simplified:






|〈un ,0 |kp |um ,0 〉|2
En ,0 − Em ,0 (3.21)
Similarly, Bloch function is:
un ,k = un ,0 +
h¯
m ∑n 6=m
|〈un ,0 |kp |um ,0 〉|2
En ,0 − Em ,0 um ,0 (3.22)
3.4 absorption and generation in semiconductors
Semiconductor devices are often used in applications such as light sources or light
detectors. Therefore, their interaction with light is especially interesting. It is actually
the interaction of light with carriers in semiconductors. Carriers in semiconductors
can be described by two basic equations: continuity equation and Poisson equation.
Continuity equation takes care of carrier number conservation and can be presented











∇ Jp + Gp − Up (3.24)
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where G and R are generation and recombination rates per volume unit in semicon-
ductors. The Poisson equation, on the other hand, describes the relationship between
carriers and potential:
∇2φ = q
ε 0 ε r
(n − p) (3.25)
where q is electron charge, ε 0 vacuum permittivity, ε r relative permittivity, φ electro-
static potential.
Figure 3.10: Light intensity attenuation as a
function of penetration depth
with initial intensity I0.
The interaction of light with semiconduc-
tors can be described by generation and re-
combination (Eqs. 3.23, 3.25). Generation in-
creases the number of carriers by absorption
of light and recombination decreases by light
emission. On a macroscopic level, light (pho-
ton) absorption can be described by absorp-
tion coefficient α. If a slab on one side is illu-
minated with light, the light intensity will be
attenuated by traveling through the slab. The attenuation depends on the absorption
coefficient and the path traveled through the slab. Represented graphically (Fig. 3.10)
and mathematically (Eq. 3.26):
I(x) = I0(x)e−αL (3.26)
where I(x) is light intensity in any point, I0 = I(x = 0) is the intensity on the surface
of the slab, L thickness of the slab.
The absorption coefficient α depends on the energy of incident photons as well as on
material type. It is often approximated by the quadratic relation between absorption
coefficient α ∼ (E− Eg)2 in case of E > Eg, while assuming no absorption otherwise.
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Φ(E, x)α(E, x)dEdx (3.27)
where Φ(E, x) if photon flux at each energy and at each coordinate. Using Φ(E, x) =











In order to describe absorption coefficient on a microscopic level, we have to start
with Fermi’s Golden Rule:
Wi 7→ f =
2pi
h¯
|〈i|Hˆ| f 〉|2δ(E f − Ei ∓ E) (3.29)
where h¯ is Planck constant, δ(x) Dirac function, Ei energy of initial level |i〉, E f energy
of final level | f 〉 and E = E f − Ei photon energy. Negative sign in delta function
signifies absorption (E f > Ei) and positive emission (E f < Ei). Fermi Golden Rule is
actually a probability of transitioning from one state to another under some influence
described with perturbation Hamiltonian Hˆ, when Hamiltonian of interaction is H =
H0 + Hˆ and H0 is unperturbed Hamiltonian. Taking this into account, transition rate
from lower to higher energy level (absorption) in a semiconductor is:
ri 7→ f ∼Wi 7→ f fi(1− f f )N f (3.30)
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where N f is the density of final states, fi is probability there is a particle at the initial
state, (1− f f ) is the probability there is an available final state and Wi 7→ f is the prob-
ability such transition can happen. If there are particles in the final position as well,
there is a probability reverse transitions might happen:
r f 7→i ∼Wi 7→ f f f (1− fi)Ni (3.31)
where Ni is the density of initial states, f f is probability there is a particle at final state,
(1 − fi) is the probability there is an available initial state. According to quantum
mechanics, the same matrix element is responsible for transitions in both directions,
therefore, Wi 7→ f is the probability the transition from final to initial state can happen
as well. Now, the net transition rate is the difference of transition rates from initial to





|〈i|Hˆ| f 〉|2δ(E f (ki)− Ei(ki)∓ E)
× ( f (Ei(ki))− f (E f (kf)))Ni(ki)N f (kf)d3kid3kf (3.32)
In order to determine matrix element 〈i|Hˆ| f 〉, we have to introduce vector potential
A(r, t) and scalar potential Φ(r, t). In case if Coulomb gauge is chosen:
Φ = 0
∇ ·A = 0 (3.33)







where pˆ is momentum operator and V potential in which the transition occurs. Tak-
ing into account Coulomb gauge, the fact that pˆ does not commutate with A and













The advantage of Hˆ is that it can be easily combined with k · p theory (Eqs. 3.19
- 3.22) due to pˆ. Using above mentioned expressions, in case of electric dipole approx-
imation, matrix element 〈i|Hˆ| f 〉 can be determined the same way as in [219]:





where E0 is electromagnetic field strength, ω angular frequency, the dipole matrix
element Mi f = |〈i|eˆ · pˆ| f 〉| and eˆ is polarization vector. Finally, introducing Eq. 3.37









M2i f δ(E f (ki)− Ei(ki)∓ E)
× ( f (Ei(ki))− f (E f (kf)))Ni(ki)N f (kf)d3kid3kf (3.38)
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Since transition rate depends on electromagnetic field strength E0, which is closely







The intensity of radiation in a semiconductor can be expressed as:
I = UEc (3.40)
where c = c0/n is the speed of light in the observed medium, c0 speed of light in
vacuum, n refraction index of a medium and UE energy density of the radiation.
Plane wave, traveling through the medium, transfers its energy at the same rate (if







Combining Eqs. 3.39-3.41 and relation between energy density of the radiation UE
and electromagnetic field strength E0, UE = n2E20/(8pi), absorption coefficient is:


















M2i f δ(E f (ki)− Ei(ki)− E)
× ( f (Ei(ki))− f (E f (kf)))Ni(ki)N f (kf)d3kid3kf (3.44)
Taking into account relation E = h¯ω, we can introduce Aα = 4pi2q2h¯/(nc0m0E). For
low-intensity irradiation not too many electrons are being transferred to the conduc-
tion band, therefore it can be considered practically empty ( f f ≈ 0) while the valence







M2i f δ(E f (ki)− Ei(ki)− E)Ni(ki)N f (kf)d3kid3kf (3.45)
This macroscopic expression for absorption coefficient is very general. Matrix ele-
ment Mi f includes different transitions and can be applied to both direct and indirect
semiconductors. Since it contains the densities of initial and final states for differ-




S O L A R C E L L PA R A M E T E R S A S A F U N C T I O N O F E N E R G Y G A P
In III-V semiconductors most of the material parameters, like effective masses, effec-
tive densities of states or intrinsic carrier concentrations, depend directly on energy
gap of the material. Other parameters can be derived from these basic parameters.
These relations can be derived from k · p theory (Eqs. 3.19 - 3.22).
Expression 3.19 can be presented in terms of an effective mass m∗ [178]:












En,k=0 − Em,k=0 (4.2)
Since we are interested in effective masses in semiconductors, mass m in previous
expressions can be replaced with free electron mass m0. Solving Eq. 4.2 at Γ point
(Fig. 3.6) near k = 0 only for conduction and valence bands and taking into account











where m0 is the free electron mass, Eg the energy gap and ∆ the spin-orbit splitting
and P is the optical dipole matrix element between conduction and valence band
states in Γ point. Magnitude of the optical dipole matrix element is approximately
P = 2pih¯a , where a is the lattice constant. The approximation stands for nearly free
electron gas. For most of I I I − V semiconductors 2P2m0 ≈ (21− 26)eV, which is sur-
prisingly constant. Measured values of m∗e are compared with the values calculated














Similarly, light hole m∗lh, heavy hole m
∗
hh and spin-orbit interaction m
∗
so effective

















These models provide results (Fig. 4.1a) which are in agreement with experiments [205].
Lines represent values from models and dots experimental values. Further, effective
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Figure 4.1: Measured and calculated values of (a) effective masses and (b) effective densities of states
and intrinsic carrier concentration [201]



















2/3. In this case, conduction band effective mass is equal
to electron effective mass (m∗C = m
∗
e ) and valence band effective mass is equal to
reduced mass (m∗V = m
∗





Agreement with experiments [18] still stands (Fig. 4.1b). Lines represent values from
models and dots experimental values.
Another important parameter in semiconductor materials is refraction index n¯.
Since there is no simple way to analitically determine its relation to energy gap Eg, it
has to be approximated. One of such relations is [123]:
n¯ = KECg (4.11)
where K = 3.3668 and C = −0.32234. Constants K and C were obtained from the
regression fitting method used on the large set of experimental data on refractive
index of semiconducting and oxide materials, and it is valid in the region Eg ∈ [0.1−
8.5] eV [123].
Figure 4.2: Calculated absorption coefficients for various alloys and comparison with translated ab-
sorption coefficient for GaAs along the x-axis.
Absorptions are calculated using parallel implementation of the multi-band k · p
code kppw [198]. If the optimization procedure is such that it requires absorption
coefficient values for large number of different materials, repeating these calculations
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becomes very time consuming. Until now there were few methods of approximating
absorptions with Heaviside step function (E < Eg ⇒ α = 0; E > Eg ⇒ α = const.) or
using E < Eg ⇒ α = 0; E > Eg ⇒ α ∼
√
E > Eg. Since the photon absorption edge is
not perfectly vertical, there is a small absorption even for photon energies below the
energy gap, called Urbach tail [200]. In some more detailed analysis, Urbach tail is
often taken into account as well. Unfortunately, these are all only approximations.
Since III-V materials with energy gaps in a smal range useful for solar cells have
very similar shape of the absorption coefficients (Fig. 4.2), possible solution is to as-
sume identical shape and calculate the absorption only for one material. The absorp-
tion can calculated for GaAs in the beginning of the optimization and translated along
the x-axis. When absorptions obtained this way are compared with the actual absorp-
tion profiles of the real alloys, a very good matching can be observed for materials
with energy gaps larger than GaAs (Fig. 4.2). It was assumed the same stands for
materials with energy gaps lower then the one of GaAs.
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5
B A S I C S O L A R C E L L T H E O RY
In semiconductor materials that exhibit quantum properties, the highest populated
quantum states at absolute zero temperature, T = 0 K, is called the valence band
(VB) and the lowest unpopulated is the conduction band (CB). In the region between
those bands, there are no energy levels, and the motion of the electrons with such
combinations of momentum and energy in (h¯k, E) space is forbidden by the laws
of quantum physics. The energy difference between the conduction and the valence
bands is called energy gap (Eg) and it varies from material to material. For example,
insulators have high energy gaps, of the order Eg > 6 eV, and higher, whereas metals
do not have a band gap at all, because of CB and VB overlap. Semiconductor materials
of interest here have Eg similar to the energy of visible light and infrared photons, i.e.
between zero and 3 eV. At temperatures higher than absolute zero, a certain number
of electrons will get energy higher than the Eg and will be promoted from the VB to
CB. The number of those electrons is described by Fermi-Dirac statistics. The empty
spaces left in the VB by such promotion are called holes. At this moment, the VB
becomes predominantly populated and the CB predominantly unpopulated. In order
to be promoted to the CB, the electrons need to receive energy in the excess of the
energy of an Eg.
The energy required for electrons to be transferred from VB to CB can be received
from the external light sources as well. The light is electromagnetic radiation given,
according to laws of quantum mechanics, in chunks (quanta) of energy called "pho-
tons". The effect when the electron, promoted from the VB by external light, ends up
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bound in empty spaces of the CB is called "photovoltaic effect". The Sun spectrum is
not monochromatic, i.e. not all photons have the same energy. The variation of the
number of photons from the Sun with temperature and photon wavelength could be
initially approximated as a black-body radiation function. This means that the Sun
emits radiation at various wavelengths from the infra-red to the ultra-violet part of
the spectrum. Semiconductors optimally absorb only small portion of the Sun spec-
trum, i.e. photons with energies similar to material’s Eg. It is transparent for the lower
energy photons, while photons with higher energy than the Eg are being rapidly ther-
malized. When a photon with excess energy in comparison to the Eg is absorbed, this
excess energy is usually wasted as heat.
One route to overcome the poor spectral matching by single gap materials, is to
introduce materials with different Eg into the solar cell (SC) device. The device, con-
sisting of several layers (subcells) of semiconductor material, each of which with dif-
ferent Eg is called multi-junction solar cell (MJSC). Such design is generally achieved
by fabricating subcells with different Eg on top of each other. The topmost subcell is
with the highest Eg, and this subcell will be directly exposed to the Sun. This subcell
will absorb the photons with energy higher the its Eg. Such subcell is also transparent
for the photons with energy lower than its Eg. Next subcell has slightly lower Eg, and
so on. Such concept provides for the elimination of the high energy photons from
being absorbed in subsequent layers and prevent them to contribute to the losses.
Energy gap is closely related to solar cell voltage and population of electrons and
holes in the conduction band to current. Since the electric current is flow of electrons
and holes in opposite directions, we need to direct them somehow. In solar cells it
can be done using asymmetric structures, like metal-semiconductor junction, hetero-
junction or homojunction with asymmetric doping, which is most widely used. In
asymmetrically doped homojunction we have two parts of the same semiconductor
doped differently. Doping can be p-type and n-type. N-type doping increases the
number of electrons (donors) and p-type increases the number of holes (acceptors)
which contribute to the current. When these two are joint, a built-in potential is
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Figure 5.1: PN junction with holes (red) and electron (blue) concentration profile, charge concentration
distribution Q, electric field E and potentials. [21]
formed. That potential forces electrons and holes to flow in opposite directions and
creates the current.
Joining p-type and n-type materials will create a pn-junction (Fig. 5.1). The width
of p-type material is wp and width of n-type material is wn. Since there are excess of
holes in p-side and electrons in the n-side of the junction, diffusion will force them
to move across the junction, leaving behind ionized atoms in the lattice, which can
not move. Holes are leaving p-side, which makes the atoms left behind negatively
charged. On the opposite side, when electrons leave the lattice, the atoms left behind
become positively charged. Now, negatively charged atoms on the p-side and posi-
tively charged atoms on the n-side create an electric field (E on Fig. 5.1.) with the
direction from positive n-side to negative p-side. This electric field is called built-in
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field and it prevents electrons and holes from diffusing around and forcing the holes
to go back to the p-side and electrons back to the n-side. Since the diffusion of the
charges to the other side increases the intensity of the electric field, which, on the
other hand, is preventing the diffusion, balance is finally reached creating a small de-
pleted area around the place of the junction. This area is called the depletion region.
On the Fig. 5.1 it is between −Wp and Wn and its width is wdr. Now, when almost
all holes are on the p-side, the amount of positive and negative charges is almost the
same, so this region is pretty much neutral. Hence, it is called quasi-neutral P region.
On the Fig. 5.1 it is between −Xp and −Wp (width is wqnrP). Similarly applies to
n-side. On the Fig. 5.1 quasi-neutral N region is between Wn and Xn and its width
is wqnrN. Holes are majority carriers on the p-side and minority on the n-side, which
is represented by the red line on the Fig. 5.1. Electrons are majority carriers on the
n-side and that is represented by the blue line.
When the pn-junction is under excitation (for example illuminated solar cell) new
electron-hole pairs are created across the device. The field E quickly forces holes to
the p-side and the electrons on the n-side. Now, the concentration of carriers is signifi-
cantly increased on each side. Since the carriers have opposite charge than the ionized
atoms, they create an electric field with the opposite direction, lowering the built-in
field. This is called direct polarization. Now, as the external excitation continues,
majority carrier concentration on each side is increasing dramatically, which allows
strong diffusion to the other side, where they become minority carriers. The electric
field is creating drift current and returning them back, but following the enormous
concentration of carriers, the diffusion current is significantly larger, which, finally,
allows minority carriers to reach contacts and become useful current.
Generally, a p-n junction can be observed as three sections: quasi-neutral p region
(left side on the Fig. 5.1), quasi-neutral n region (right side) and space-charge (or
depletion) region (in the middle). It is called the depletion-region approximation.
In reality, there are no boundaries, but we use it to make our life easier. Namely,
to simplify maths. Since the left and right-hand side are quasi-neutral, we consider
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that all voltage drop (built-in voltage) is across the depletion region. The following










where Vbi is the built-in voltage (Fig. 5.1), kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temper-
ature, q the electric charge, ni the carrier concentration for intrinsic material, Nd the
concentration of donors and Na the concentration of acceptors.
Q =
 qNa for x ∈
(−Wp, 0)

















where Q is the charge concentration (Fig. 5.1), ϕ the electrostatic potential, ε0εr the
permittivity, E the electric field (Fig. 5.1) and Wp,Wn and x are the coordinates, as
shown on the Fig. 5.1. Combining (5.2) with Poisson’s equation (5.3) and Gauss equa-
tion (5.4), we can calculate electric field, potentials and, thus, the voltage across the
depletion region. Quasi-neutral regions are considered neutral, so any electric field













2 + Cn for x ∈ (0, Wn)
(5.5)
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constants Cp and Cn are the integration constants and can be calculated from bound-
ary conditions. We can set the boundary conditions by deciding which electrode is
going to be the reference point. Or, we can take p-n junction interface as a reference
point. It makes no difference since we are interested in voltage and it is the difference
between potentials.


















Na (Nd + Na)
Vbi (5.8)












These results are for thermal equilibrium. When voltage (forward bias) V across the
junction is applied, instead of Vbi we have (Vbi − V). In case of reverse bias, it is
(Vbi +V).
Currents in quasi-neutral regions are minority carrier based. In quasi-neutral P re-
gion (left side on Fig. 5.1) electrons are minority carriers and the expression for current
is jn(λ, x). In quasi-neutral N region (right side) minority carriers are holes and cur-
rent is jp(λ, z).In depletion region current jdr(λ) is majority current and depends on a
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number of absorbed photons. Expressions for currents are obtainable from transport
equations:




jp(λ, x) = −qDp dpdx (5.11)
where n and p are minority electron and hole concentration and Dn and Dp diffusion
coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively. Since it was assumed the regions are
neutral, drift dependent parts of the current equations were neglected.










where h is the Planck constant and c the speed of light. Irradiance I(λ, T) unit is
W
cm2sµm . Incident power Pinc with unit
W
cm2 can be obtained by integrating irradiance
over the whole spectrum. In equations for calculating current, flux Φ(λ, T) with unit
photons















Using flux together with absorption α(λ), generation rate can be determined:
g(λ, x) = α(λ)Φ(λ, T)e−α(λ)x (5.14)
Next step is solving continuity equations for carriers in quasi-neutral regions. Since
we can neglect the electric field in the quasi-neutral regions and sunlight is not chang-
ing rapidly with time, continuity equations can be simplified. Differential equation in

















Boundary conditions in quasi-neutral P and N regions are, respectively:










Dn dndx = Sn(n− n0) x = −Xp
(5.17)










−Dp dpdx = Sp(p− p0) x = Xn
(5.18)
In steady state, like solar illumination, and uniform doping current is constant
through the device. That is why we will calculate currents at the edges of the deple-
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tion region. After solving Eqs. (5.10 - 5.18) we obtain expressions for currents in both

































































































−αwqnrP (1− e−αwdr) (5.21)
The equivalent circuit of an ideal solar cell is shown on (Fig. 5.2). The idea of cre-
ating equivalent circuits and models is in a better understanding of device behavior
on a macroscopic level. Current IL is photogenerated current. It is equal to the total
sum of currents from depletion region and both quasi-neutral regions without voltage-
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dependent part in the equations (5.19 – 5.21). Current I0 is a diode (dark) current in an
ideal solar cell. When there is no sunlight (Φ = 0) only non-zero parts of (5.19 – 5.20)
are voltage-dependent.
Figure 5.2: Equivalent circuit of an
ideal solar cell
In quasi-neutral regions the current results from mi-
nority carrier diffusion. Illumination dependent part
and voltage dependent part have opposite signs be-
cause the dark and illumination currents have the op-
posite direction. Illumination dependent part is usu-
ally a few orders of magnitude larger and that makes
for a useful current. Since dark current has the opposite sign, it is effectively decreas-
ing the useful current and is, therefore, accounted as a loss. It is voltage and thermally
driven. It depends on material properties, impurities, dimensions etc. so the formulae
depends on the particular case. Current I is a solar cell output current. Voltage V is
the voltage across the output terminals. Since I = J/A, where A is surface size, terms
I and J can be used interchangeably.















Jsat = JDARK,0 + JRAD,0 + JSRH,0 + JAUG,0 (5.25)
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Figure 5.3: JV curve of an ideal solar cell
where Jsat is diode saturation current,
JDARK,0 voltage-dependent part of short-
circuit current, JRAD,0 radiative recom-
bination current, JSRH,0 Shockley-Read-
Hall recombination current and JAUG,0
Auger recombination current. In an anal-
ysis of equations (5.22 – 5.24) and an
equivalent circuit (Fig. 5.2) there are two
characteristic parameters: Voc - open cir-
cuit voltage (J = 0) and Jsc - short circuit current (V = 0). Open circuit voltage is
simply voltage across the device when no external load is connected. In case of short
circuit current, the device is short-circuited and, hence, the voltage across the device is
equal to zero. Current-voltage dependence (also known as JV curve) can be expressed
in form of Eq. 5.24, and is presented on Fig. 5.3.















There are two important conclusions from this analysis. First, short circuit current
is equal to photogenerated current. It is very useful since it allows us a direct mea-
surement of current generated by sunlight. The other is the fact that voltage depends
on current intensity. It means that the higher current, the higher voltage and, thus, the
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output power. Furthermore, this means that concentrating sunlight could improve so-
lar cell efficiency. The downside is an increase if temperature which affects efficiency
negatively.
Short circuit current Jsc is the maximum possible current that can be drained from
the solar cell (Fig. 5.3). On the other hand, open circuit voltage Voc is the maximum
voltage across the output terminals Fig. 5.3. Unfortunately, voltage is zero for short
circuit current and the current is zero for open circuit voltage. Therefore, we have
to find the optimal voltage Vopt and the optimal current Jopt for maximum output
power, which can be seen on (Fig. 5.3). Optimal current is always lower than short
circuit current and optimal voltage is always lower than open circuit voltage. Another
important parameter of solar cells is fill factor FF. It is the quotient of maximum
power available from solar and hypothetical output power as a product of open circuit
voltage and short circuit current. Slopes on the JV curve (Fig. 5.3) depend on the
device quality, so the FF can be observed as a quality measure. Furthermore, JV
curve can tell us where is the bottleneck in the solar cell efficiency.
Now, based on preceding analysis we can write the final set of equations for opti-































































Jsc = Jn(−Wp) + Jdr + Jp(Wn) (5.34)
Combining equations (5.22 – 5.26) we can obtain expression for optimal current:
























where Pinc is total irradiance illuminating the solar cell.
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6
M U LT I - J U N C T I O N S O L A R C E L L S
Multi-junction solar cells (MJSC) are solar cells (SC) that consist of more than one p-n
junction (subcell) made of semiconductors with different energy gaps. The topmost
subcell has the highest energy gap. This way it will absorb higher energy photons
whose energy would be dominantly converted to heat if absorbed by low band-gap
material. On the other hand, it will not absorb photons with lower energies, which
allows subcells with lower energy gaps to absorb them more efficiently. This way solar
spectrum is divided and each part is absorbed by different subcell specially optimized
for those energies.
Effort has been made lately in developing both concentrating and one-sun multi-
junction solar cells and significant improvements have been made [119, 97, 120, 156,
30]. In terms of efficiency, the advantage is on multi-junction side comparing with
single-junction, unlike price. Multi-junction solar cells are fabricated using less abun-
dant materials in nature which are sparse and, therefore expensive. For that reason,
MJSCs are often used in concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) configuration. Here MJSCs
have small surface and use significantly cheaper optics for focusing sunlight.
In Fig. 6.1 a schematic of a typical multi-junction solar cell is presented. It consists
of three junctions. Namely, top junction, middle junction, and bottom junction. And,
tunnel junctions in between. The three junctions behave as three different devices
which can be connected in series (series constrained) or can have independent contacts
(unconstrained). In series constrained solar cells currents must match. If not, the
device with the minimal current will define the output current. On the other hand,
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of a triple-junction solar cell. [119]
unconstrained solar cells have currents completely independent of each other. At the
same time, voltages across the junctions are completely independent in both series
constrained and unconstrained. The voltage independence in series constrained SCs
gives us the possibility to optimize parameters of junctions in order to achieve the
highest possible product of currents and voltages and thus, highest possible output
power.
If we observe the middle subcell (Fig. 6.1) as a single SC, it will absorb photons
with energies higher than its bandgap (Fig. 6.2), which will generate current I(1)middle.
The voltage across this subcell will be V(1)middle. In a very rough estimation, it can be
assumed V(1)middle ≈ Eg,middle/q. Photons with energies larger than its bandgap will
thermalize and all excess energy Ephoton − Eg,middle will be lost. This will be prevented
by putting another subcell above. This subcell will have larger energy gap (Eg,top >
Eg,middle) so the thermalization losses will be lower. If the energy gaps were chosen
so in this tandem cell I(2)top ≈ I(2)middle, their sum will approximately be equal to I(1)middle
(SC current from the previous case), therefore the increase in output power is going
to be ≈ (Eg,top − Eg,middle)/q · I(2)top. Hence, the advantage of the tandem cell over
the single SC is obvious. Next, since photons with energies lower than Eg,middle are
transmitted, another subcell with lower energy gap can be added to the structure
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Figure 6.2: Absorption of different parts of solar spectrum in each subcell in a triple-junction solar cell;
colors coincide with Fig. 6.1.
(Eg,middle > Eg,bottom). The output power will be increased by Ibottom · Vbottom. In the
case of series constrained devices, energy gaps have to be chosen properly. Otherwise,
the output power can even be decreased.
Thermalization and transmission losses have to be reduced in order to fabricate
high efficiency devices, which can be achieved through spectrum splitting. One of the
ways is to use advanced optics, such as prisms, beam splitters or holograms [31, 42, 38].
This way photons with certain energy ranges are directed to different appropriate so-
lar cell [31, 42, 66]. Unfortunately, the complexity of the design makes this type of
device difficult to reach a competitive price. Another, more convenient way, is to
stack solar cells with different energy gaps, as already described, on top of each other.
The advantage of multi-junction is well illustrated by comparing single-junction and
multi-junction devices. While single junction record-setting device reaches (under one
sun illumination) 28% [115], tandem cell (under one sun) reaches 32% [116]. The ad-
vantage is even more obvious when comparing to the three-junction device reaching
(under one sun) 38% [181].
Above mentioned record-setting devices are based on III-V semiconductors, which
are significantly more expensive compared to silicon SCs. Therefore, flat-plate silicon
solar cells are more cost-effective. Due to its higher efficiency for the same mass,
the III-V MJSCs are standard in space application. Other advantages are radiation
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resistivity, which allows high end-of-life efficiency, small temperature coefficient and
high reliability [142, 185]. It is interesting that solar cells in space have a slightly
lower efficiency (record 35.1% [57, 82]) than on Earth (record 38.8% [57, 82]). It is a
consequence of spectrum distribution. In space (AM0 spectrum) there are more high
energy photons which are increasing thermalization losses, than on Earth (AM1.5g
spectrum) since they are mainly attenuated by the atmosphere.
The main reason for the high prices in III-V SCs is the substrate, which is usually
GaAs or Ge. They are fabricated by epitaxial growth on a thick substrate layer, which
increases the price significantly. Since in case of space explorations, the price is not
the main issue, it was for decades the main driver for MJSC research. Recently, the
opportunity to compete in the market on Earth was gained through two concepts:
concentrator photovoltaics and epitaxial lift-off. In the first case, optics, which are
much cheaper than III-V materials, are used to focus sunlight on a very small area.
That allowed very small MJSCs to absorb sunlight from a large area, produce high
output power and, hence high efficiency. Currently, (1Q2018) the world record is held
by a 4JSC reaching 46% efficiency at 508 suns concentration [15, 14].
The second method deals with the substrate. Since the substrate is unnecessarily
thick, the lift-off technique lifts off only a thin solar cell of the substrate, whereas
the substrate can be used again [40, 115, 220, 36, 133, 48, 110, 61]. This reduces
the price of a newly fabricated thin-film SC. Thin-film SCs are very efficient and
flexible, so photovoltaic integrated commercial products are already available or are
announced [152, 147]. Another advantage of epitaxial lift-off is an increase in effi-
ciency. Substrate often absorbs photons from luminescence and radiative recombina-
tion, which are now, in absence of substrate, being absorbed in the active part of the
device and generate electron-hole pair, thus increasing the efficiency [214].
Lift-off can be done by creating a weakened layer in the place where we want to cut
the substrate by implanting layer of H+ ions. The device can now be separated by the
substrate by simple tearing. On the other hand, it can be done by etching as well. First,
before growing the device, a thin layer can be deposited on the substrate [216, 37]. At
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the end, this layer can be etched without damaging the device. The Etching process
is very fast, reaching 30mm/hr [182, 107]. This process was used for fabricating the
world record single-junction GaAs solar cell [115] and GaInP/GaAs tandem [116].
6.1 multi-junction solar cell device structure
The main part of MJSC is a pn-junction. Due to different disadvantages, it requires
additional layers when a photovoltaic device is fabricated (Fig. 6.1). First, it requires
a window and back-surface field (BSF) layers which would reduce certain losses and
adapt it for use in a device. Next, it requires antireflective coating (ARC) to increase
the number of photons reaching the pn-junction. In many types of configuration, it
requires tunnel junctions which separate subcells, while they are still electrically and
optically connected. Finally, it requires metal contacts, so it can be used as a device.
All these additional layers increase the complexity of the device and, hence the price,
whereas they are at the same time crucial part in fabricating a photovoltaic device.
Window and BSF layers have passivation as their main role. Passivization reduces
surface recombination velocity at interfaces, which has a huge influence on diffusion
dark current and short-circuit current, by preventing minority carriers from reaching
the surface. At the same time, majority carriers should not be affected. It should
effectively be a barrier for the minority carriers. Window and BSF layers should
have lattice constant equal as emitter and base and should be very thin in order
to reduce the number of crystal defects. As already mentioned, their main role is
passivation, therefore photon absorption should be reduced by using high bandgap
materials, preferably indirect ones. Window layer should be transparent for light
which is about to be absorbed in the observed pn-junction, whereas the BSF layer
should be transparent for photons which should be absorbed in subsequent subcells.
Output power in SCs depends directly on the number of absorbed photons. One
of the most important issues in all types of optical absorbers is reflection. Since
reflection from SC’s front surface can reach 30%, reducing it is a very important task
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in the solar cell fabrication [195, 213]. This is a consequence of different refractive
indices in semiconductors and surroundings medium, often air. The dielectric layer
which can reduce the reflection is called anti-reflective coating (ARC). Its refractive
index is between indices of the semiconductor and the medium and it’s thickness
should be equal to an odd multiple of a quarter of a wavelength of interest. This
way the reflectance vanishes only for the narrow range of wavelengths, although it is
significantly reduced for large part of the solar spectrum. It can be further reduced
by introducing a multilayer ARC [213].
Since subcells are separated devices, in most of the configurations they should still
be connected in series. The most common way to achieve this is to use tunnel junc-
tions, commonly known as tunnel diodes or Esaki diodes. They are heavily doped
pn-junctions where quantum tunneling is the main conduction mechanism. Their
main trait is peak tunneling current Ip. While the current passing through them is
lower than Ip, they behave as an ohmic contact, i.e. voltage drop across the tunnel
junction is proportional to current. While they have high Ip and low equivalent resis-
tance, they are the best solution for interconnections between neighboring subcells.
Electrical contacts (metal contacts) allow for the carriers to be extracted to the out-
side circuit and used in different applications. Since metal is opaque, it is necessary to
make a metallic grid for the top contact which would cover only a part of the surface.
If the grid surface is larger, carriers will be extracted more efficiently. At the same
time, a smaller number of photons will be absorbed, therefore it is a trade-off which
depends on each particular case. Bottom contact can cover the whole surface since it
is not necessary to transmit light.
6.2 multi-junction solar cell device fabrication methods
As already mentioned, one of the most expensive parts of a MJSC is the substrate.
The substrate is usually a semiconductor with a lower energy gap, since it is often
used as a bottom subcell as well. Hence, the low energy gap is very important so
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the MJSC would be able to absorb low energy photons as well. Other important char-
acteristics are lattice constant, available impurities, price etc. The substrate defines
crystal growth, i.e. lattice constant and crystal orientation. If the lattice constant of
the growing material does not match the substrate lattice constant, it will be formed
with strain and defects, which greatly lowers the performance. Some of the available
materials are shown in Fig. 6.3. Silicon is the most abundant, which means cheap as
well. Unfortunately, there are not many materials which could be grown on top of
silicon, so it is not often used as a substrate. At the same time, its relatively high band
gap prevents it from being used in MJSCs with more than three junctions.
Figure 6.3: Semiconductors with respect to their lattice constant and energy gap (left) and solar irradi-
ance as a function of photon energy (right). [24]
Another very important material is germanium. Due to its low band gap and lat-
tice constant similar to the GaAs, Ge is the standard when it comes to commercial
MJSCs [175, 67, 29]. Even more, this device held a world record with 41.6% effi-
ciency (under AM1.5d spectrum and 364 suns concentration) for a while. As already
explained, its high price is a limiting factor.
Other materials, such as GaAs can be used as substrate as well. Due to its very
high band gap, GaAs can be used only for single-junction and dual-junction SCs [115,
127, 161, 160, 86]. Other promising materials are InP [208, 210, 207, 136, 135] and
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GaSb [45, 144, 148, 80, 33]. They both allow growth of high-quality crystals and many
different material combinations. Unfortunately, their high price is preventing them
from being used more extensively.
Solar cells are fabricated by depositing layers of semiconductor material on the
substrate. The process goes by introducing the substrate into an environment with
liquid or gaseous materials, or single atoms or molecules, which are being deposited
on the substrate layer after layer with the same crystal orientation as the substrate.
This process is called epitaxy. There are many different epitaxial processes, such as
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE), etc.
As the name says, in LPE the material is deposited on the substrate from the liquid
phase [124]. The required materials are dissolved in a melt of convenient material.
When the melt is saturated at a certain temperature, lowering the temperature past
the solubility limit causes the deposition. Clearly, this is happening well below the
melting point of both the substrate and the deposited material. Materials such as
Si, Ge and GaAs are usually grown using centrifugal LPE for thin film solar cell
production [52, 76, 140], where temperature and spin are used to control growth
speed and impurity concentrations [167, 76]. Unfortunately, it is not reliable enough
in the case when the structure consists of a number of different materials.
In case of MOVPE the material is deposited from a gaseous metal-organic precur-
sors [193]. Pressure, temperature and mixture of different gases in a reaction chamber
lead to material deposition on the substrate. This way high precision structures can be
created at a very high speed of about 10µm/h. Therefore, this is the standard method
for III-V MJSC structures fabrication. The downside of this method is the inability to
grow high-quality dilute nitride alloys [133].
Very high-quality structures can be grown using MBE [199, 159, 122], including
dilute nitrides [172, 109, 180, 122], although at a lower rate than MOVPE (around
1µm/h). A beam of atoms or molecules is created and it reacts on the surface of the
substrate, whereas layers of the material are being created. Obviously, a very high
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vacuum is necessary for conduction of this type of process. Since the beam is easily
controllable, this method is very convenient for different heterostructures, including
nanostructure parts of III-V MJSCs [194].
6.3 multi-junction solar cell device realization approaches
There are a number of different approaches in MJSC realization [142, 134, 84, 141, 174].
As already explained, different fabrication methods have different advantages and
disadvantages. Next, there are semiconductors with different lattice-constants and
energy gaps (Fig. 6.3), which requires creativity to overcome technological difficulties
and fabricate high-efficiency multi-junction solar cells. The most common approaches
were briefly described in the following.
6.3.1 Monolithic Lattice-Matched MJSCs
A straightforward way to fabricate a MJSC device is to grow subcells on top of each
other. The main advantage of this approach is production simplicity. A complete
device is produced in a single phase. The whole device is grown from the bottom to
the top on the selected substrate.
The main disadvantage is that each semiconductor has to have the same or almost
equal lattice constants. Otherwise, strain can cause defects, which negatively affects
absorption and carrier transport. If the lattice constants are too different, monolithic
growth becomes impossible. Materials used for this type of solar cells are semicon-
ductors and/or alloys with similar lattice constants and different energy gaps. This
limitation reduces the number of possible materials which could be used for MJSCs.
The most widely fabricated MJSC today is triple-junction GaInP/GaAs/Ge. In
this case, Ge (Eg ≈ 0.7eV) serves as a substrate on which GaAs (Eg ≈ 1.4eV) and
GaInP (Eg = (1.8 − 1.88)eV) subcells are grown. The growth is conducted using
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MOCVD [106, 157, 158, 117]. Since there is slight lattice mismatch (≈ 1%), a small
amount of In can be added while the two upper subcells are grown.
The highest efficiency this device can achieve is 34.1% under one-sun illumina-
tion [46] and 41.6% under 364 suns [175]. The efficiency would be higher if the energy
gaps could be chosen more optimally. In this configuration, the lowest subcell gener-
ates current around twice as high as the two upper subcells, due to low energy gap in
Ge. The device is not optimally current matched due to restrictions in lattice constants
and energy gaps (Fig. 6.3). Either way, Ge-based subcell increases Voc by ≈ 250mV.
6.3.2 Metamorphic MJSCs
The above-mentioned device should become current-matched with 17% [46] of In in
the middle subcell [98, 169], converting it to Ga0.83In0.17As, while the top one should
be Ga0.35In0.65P. Due to significant lattice mismatch in comparison to Ge, epitaxial
growth would be very difficult, causing defects and dislocations, which reduce minor-
ity carrier lifetime and mobility [70]. Therefore, the buffer layer is introduced [43, 98]
to gradually change the lattice constants. This concept is called upright metamorphic.
This device can reach 41.1% efficiency at 454 suns illumination [46, 98]. This is lower
than the lattice-matched current-mismatched device, although it is still a very good
result. Based on theoretical predictions, the expected efficiency could be as high as
45% [169].
Different approaches are possible as well. For example, the efficiency of a MJSC can
be increased if Ge bottom subcell (Eg ≈ 0.7eV) is replaced by high-quality Ga0.7In0.3As
subcell [183] (Eg ≈ 1eV). This device is grown upside down, hence is called inverted
metamorphic [29, 87, 196, 81, 181]. First, on the GaAs substrate top subcell is grown,
followed by the middle one. These subcells are lattice matched to GaAs substrate,
which preserves the crystal quality. Next, the optically transparent buffer layer is
grown, followed by the Ga0.7In0.3As bottom subcell. Any crystal defects in the buffer
layer affect only the bottom subcell, which is, luckily, very resistant to dislocations.
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This type of device can reach efficiencies from 42.6% at 327 suns [89] to 44.4% at 302
suns [26], whereas it can achieve 37.9% at one-sun.
The internal structure of this approach allows different configurations which can
exceed 40% efficiency [29, 87, 81, 181] and more than three subcells [175, 29, 166].
6.3.3 Diluted Nitrogen MJSCs
The ideal material for a subcell in a MJSCs would be a material with Eg ≈ 1eV
and lattice matched to GaAs. This type of material can be realized as a dilute nitride
alloy [129, 85]. It was noticed that small concentrations of N in GaAs can cause bowing
in the band gap and, simultaneously, decrease the lattice constant [211]. Contrary to
N, In increases the lattice constant. This means that adding both of them to GaAs the
Ga1−xInxAs1−yNy alloy can be created. If In and N are added in ratio y/x = 0.35,
it can lower the energy gap, but at the same time keep lattice constant unaffected.
This way a subcell with Eg = 1eV and lattice matched to GaAs can be manufactured,
which would make a metamorphic buffer layer unnecessary.
Unfortunately, this type of alloy grown by MOCVD has very poor quality [85, 125,
128, 126, 176, 113]. Fortunately, by adding Sb surfactant it is possible to grow satis-
factory high-quality GaInAsNSb by MBE [109], while MOCVD is still not up to the
task [118]. MJSC with dilute nitrogen can achieve 43.5% efficiency under 925 suns [63]
and 44% under 942 suns [180], which was former world record for 3JSC [25].
Due to its lattice matching to GaAs and Ge, it is possible to fabricate MJSC with 4
or even 5 junctions.
6.3.4 Mechanically Stacked and Wafer-Bonded MJSCs
The simplest way to imagine MJSCs is just placing few single-junction SCs over each
other. This concept is called mechanical stacking. Seemingly, it is simple but in real-
ity, it is technologically very challenging. It requires perfect alignment of subcells. If
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the device has more than two terminals, both top and bottom contacts of one subcell,
which have to be grids, have to be aligned with contacts lower subcells to avoid shad-
ing. Next, both surfaces of each subcell have to have antireflection coating deposited
on. Grid contacts have lower conductance due to its surface, which, again increases
losses. Subcells in this configuration could be connected with some type of adhesive,
so it might reduce heat dissipation.
If the SCs are connected using only heat and pressure, they are called "wafer-
bonded". These devices are realized by bonding two different tandem or 3JSCs using
usually only heat and pressure, without the use of any type of adhesive. The device
fabricated this way behaves as ordinary two terminal lattice matched devices. The
challenge is to create the bond with low resistance. This device can be sensitive to
change in the light spectrum as well. MJSCs can be mechanically stacked using some
type of adhesive [186] or by transfer printing [53] as well.
Besides previously mentioned disadvantages, there are many advantages to this
type of devices. The main one is the independence of subcell. They do not have
to be series constrained, therefore they can be optimized independently and operate
in optimal regimes. Another huge advantage is in the wider range of possible ma-
terials. Since subcells do not need to be grown on top of each other, there are no
constraints when it comes to materials, besides energy gaps. In this case, there is no
voltage drop across the tunnel junctions since they are unnecessary. One of the first
MJSCs was fabricated this way in the 1990s reaching 38% efficiency under 100 suns
irradiation [79].
At the moment (2Q2018) the world record is held by the device fabricated by com-
bining lattice matched epitaxial growth with wafer bonding, which has achieved 46%
efficiency at 508 suns [65, 15, 14, 96]. Two lattice-matched dual junction solar cells,
the first GaInP/GaAs, grown on GaAs substrate, and the second GaInAsP/GaInAs,
grown on InP substrate, are mechanically stacked by wafer bonding and reach 44.7%
efficiency at 297 suns [82]. Another device, 5JSC, has been reported with 37.8% effi-
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ciency at one sun and AM1.5g spectrum [57]. Mechanically stacked SCs using transfer
printing can reach up to 43.9% [53].
6.3.5 III-V on Silicon MJSCs
As already explained, most of lower energy gap subcells suffer from some type of flaw.
Comparing to Ge substrates, Si substrates are much cheaper and have a higher energy
gap. That leads to a reduction of current in the subcell, which is not a problem due to
excess current in a Ge subcell, and an increase in voltage, which would lead to higher
efficiency. In tandem configuration, the ideal match with Si would be subcell with
Eg ≈ 1.7eV, which could achieve 38% efficiency at 500 suns [209]. The the downside
of Si is its low lattice constant. Only materials that have lattice matching with Si are
GaP and GaPAsN. Due to the already mentioned problems related to diluted nitrogen,
there has not been a significant success [88]. With the development of metamorphic
growth, there were several attempts to grow GaAs on Si [179]. Direct growth of GaAs
on Si leads to significant problems with the crystal structure [75].
Another approach is wafer bonding [220, 36, 64]. Dual junction device with a het-
erojunction GaInP (Eg = 1.8eV) as the upper subcell and Si as the lower one, in
four-terminal configuration can reach 29.8% efficiency under one sun and AM1.5g
spectrum [69]. Subcells in this device were fabricated separately and then connected
by wafer bonding with optically transparent and electrically insulating interlayer. An-
other device, GaInP/GaAs//Si 3JSC realized in a similar fashion is worth mentioning.
Tandem cell Ga0.51In0.49P/GaAs was manufactured inverted on a GaAs substrate. It
was bonded with Si cell by fast atom beam activation, which leads to a transparent
and electrically conductive interface. This device reached 30% efficiency under 112
suns illumination [68].
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6.4 generalization of equations for multi-junction solar cells
In the most general form, electron-hole pair generation in the mth subcell can be
written as:

















absorbed in the upper subcells
× e[−αm(λ)(x−xm)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
absorbed in the observed subcell
(6.1)
where Φ(λ) is the photon flux, R(λ) is reflection coefficient on surface of the multi-
junction solar cell device, Rk(λ) reflection on the interface between the two upper
subcells, αk(λ) absorption in the upper subcell and αm(λ) absorption in the mth sub-
cell, xk coordinate of the interface between kth and k + 1st subcell, xk−1 coordinate
of the interface between k − 1st and kth subcell and xm coordinate of the interface
between mth and m+ 1st subcell.
Absorptions in individual subcells in a multi-junction solar cell are presented in
Fig. 6.4, while absorption coefficients are presented in Fig. 6.5. Solar cells absorb
photons of energies higher than their energy gap (shorter wavelengths) and are trans-
parent for photons of energies lower than the energy gap (longer wavelengths), as
shown on Fig. 6.5. The top subcell absorbs all photons higher than its energy gap (Eg).
It is presented with blue color on Fig. 6.4.
However, if the subcell is not thick enough, not all photons are going to be absorbed
and some of the higher energy photons will pass to the next solar cell. In this case,
the second subcell absorbs photons with energies which are higher than its Eg and
lower than upper subcell’s Eg, plus all the photons with energies higher than the
upper subcell’s Eg that were not absorbed. This is presented with yellow color on the
Fig. 6.4. The same analogy stands for any number of subcells in a multi-junction solar
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Figure 6.4: Absorption of different parts of solar spectrum in
4-junction solar cell.
Figure 6.5: Absorption coefficients in the
1st subcells (a), the 2nd sub-
cells (b) and the 3rd subcells
(c).
cell. Absorptions are calculated using parallel implementation of the multi-band k · p
code kppw [198]. The general expression for the current generated in the mth subcell
is:




























































where reduced flux Φ(m) takes into account attenuations in previous subcells and




e qV(m)optkBT − 1
 (6.6)


















































Now, power generated in the MJSC can be calculated as a product of optimal current
and the voltage across the device:
Popt = Vopt Jopt (6.10)
In an unconstrained solar cells, since the currents are independent, the overall power










L O S S E S I N S O L A R C E L L S
One of the most important aspects in fabricating efficient solar cells is keeping volt-
ages across each subcell high. It can be done through losses minimization (Eq. 6.8).
In order to do so, a detailed analysis is necessary for how they behave under different
circumstances. Three different types of losses were observed. The most dominant in
solar cells based on III-V semiconductors are radiative recombination, diffusion dark
current, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination and Auger recombination.
Integrating recombination rate across the area of interest, we can calculate a number
of carriers recombining per surface per unit of time. Multiplying it with electric charge





7.1 diffusion dark current
Current in a solar cell has two contributions, solar irradiation, and voltage across the
solar cell. These two contributions have opposite directions and therefore one of them
lowers the other (Eqs. 5.19 – 5.20). Since we are producing energy from solar radia-
tion, voltage-dependent part is accounted as a loss. It consists of minority carriers, as
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well as solar-generated current. Voltage-dependent part of current equations in both





































In order to calculate diffusion dark current contribution, we need only the voltage





























7.2 radiative recombination in iii-v semiconductors
One of the most dominant forms of recombination in direct III-V semiconductors
is radiative recombination. It is energy radiated from solar cell which is observed
as a gray body. Approach in calculations is macroscopic, using Planck law with
absorptions calculated using k · p method. Derivations have been conducted with
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help of [47]. According to Planck, number of photons radiated from a gray body Qeq










In gray body, velocity of light is c
′
= c/nre f , where c is velocity of light in vacuum and







where α (hν) is absorption of photons (with energy hν) in material. Combining (7.5)











In equilibrium, we have Rsp = Gr, where Rsp is spontaneous radiative recombination.
Radiative recombination is the sum of spontaneous and stimulated recombination.
































Symbols Gr, Rsp and Rst are values of generation and recombination in equilibrium.
Out of equilibrium, symbols gr, rsp and rst will be used. In the real solar cell, we will
have voltage applied to the solar cell, which will disrupt the equilibrium. In that case,



















rr = rsp + rst (7.13)
where n is electron concentration (Eq. 3.5), p hole concentration (Eq. 3.6) and ni intrin-
sic carrier concentration (Eq. 3.10). From here radiative recombination rate is:
URAD = rr − gr (7.14)
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Since we are dealing with solar cell devices, photon energies we are interested in are
above 0.5eV and temperatures ≈ 300K, so e hνkBT >> 1 and rsp >> rst. Therefore, and




















which is important because it allows us to calculate the influence of radiative recom-









where Na and Nd are acceptor and donor concentration, respectively. From Eq. 7.1




















































Radiative recombination appears in both p-type and n-type semiconductor. In Eq. 7.22
thickness w can be either wqnrP or wqnrN, depending in which region we are calculat-
ing it.
7.3 shockley-read-hall recombination
Except for direct radiative recombination, carriers can recombine via localized energy
states in the forbidden energy gap. This type of recombination was first described
by Shockley and Read [187] and Hall [99] , hence it is known as Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination.
Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram for Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. [197]
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There are four processes that take place in this type of recombination (Fig. 7.1): elec-
tron capture (R1), electron emission (R2), hole capture (R3), hole emission (R4). Hole
capture is essentially electron emission and hole emission is actually electron capture.
The difference between capture and emission R1 − R2 is electron recombination and
R3− R4 is hole recombination. Recombination centers (through which recombination
takes place) can be either impurities either defects. If they are close to band edges,
they are called shallow centers and, similarly, if they are near the middle of the forbid-
den zone, they are called deep centers. If the energy level of a recombination center
is ET, and if EF is Fermi level, than the probability it is going to be occupied by an







Now, electron capture and emission rates can be written as:
R1 = cnnNT(1− fT) (7.24)
R2 = enNT fT (7.25)
Eq. 7.24 describes the probability of an electron being captured by a recombination
center. It depends on electron concentration n, recombination center concentration NT
and probability the center is not already occupied (1− fT). Capture probability con-
stant cn = σnvth is, essentially, the volume swept out per unit time by an electron with
cross section σn and mean thermal velocity vth =
√
3kBT/m∗, where kB is Boltzmann
constant, T temperature and m∗ electron mass. Eq. 7.25 describes the probability of
an electron being emitted back to the conduction zone by a recombination center. It
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depends on emission probability constant en, recombination center concentration NT
and probability the center is occupied by an electron fT.
Next, hole capture and emission rates can be written as:
R3 = cppNT fT (7.26)
R4 = epNT(1− fT) (7.27)
Eq. 7.26 describes the probability of a hole being captured by a recombination cen-
ter. It depends on hole concentration p, recombination center concentration NT and
probability the center is not already occupied by a hole (i.e. is already occupied by an
electron) fT. Capture probability constant is cp = σpvth, σn capture cross section and
vth mean thermal velocity. Eq. 7.27 describes the probability of a hole being emitted
back to the valence zone by a recombination center. It depends on emission probabil-
ity constant en, recombination center concentration NT and probability the center is
occupied by a hole (i.e. not occupied by an electron) (1− fT).
In thermal equilibrium the rates of capture and emission of electrons and holes are
equal. It means R1 = R2 and R3 = R4. Combining with n = nie
EF−Ei
kBT and p = nie
Ei−EF
kBT ,








In an nonequilibrium case when the semiconductor is illuminated and generates
electron-hole pairs at rate GL:
dn
dt
= GL − (R1 − R2) (7.30)
dp
dt
= GL − (R3 − R4) (7.31)
In steady state (detailed balance principle) the number of electrons leaving and
returning to the conduction band has to be equal (dn/dt = 0). Vice versa, the number
of holes leaving and returning to the valence band has to be equal as well (dp/dt = 0).
Therefore:
GL = R1 − R2 = R3 − R4 = USRH (7.32)



















In n-type semiconductor with low injection rate n = n0 + ∆n ≈ n0, p = p0 + ∆p







































where τp and τn are hole and electron excess minority carrier lifetimes, respectively.
It is very difficult to obtain them analytically, so there are semi-empirical expressions
fitted to experimental values for GaAs [138]:
τ(N) =
τ0
1+ ( NN0 )
γ
(7.39)
N is doping concentration, fitting parameters for excess minority carriers in p-type
material: τ0 = 1877ns, N0 = 5.32 · 1015cm−3, γ = 1 and fitting parameters for excess
minority carriers in n-type material: τ0 = 1877ns, N0 = 1.67 · 1017cm−3, γ = 1.89.
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Recombination rate USRH is independent of dimensions. Multiplying it with electric
charge q and material thickness w, we can obtain the Shockley-Read-Hall recombina-
tion current density:
JSRH = qUSRHw (7.41)
Combining Eq. 7.41 with pn = n2i e
qV
























7.4 band-to-band auger recombination in iii-v semiconductors
At high carrier concentrations, collisions become inevitable. It is causing recombina-
tion of the first carrier and excitation of the second to a higher kinetic energy. Increase
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in the energy of the second is equal to released energy by recombination. Finally, the
second carrier will relax to the band edge and the extra energy will be lost as heat. In
this type of recombination three particles are involved. One electron and one hole take
part in recombination. Both electron and hole can be excited to different energy levels.
We take that into account as different types of recombination. Auger recombination
rates are: Un for electrons and Up for holes. Since in Auger processes three parti-
cles are involved (two in recombination and one in excitation), we can write Auger
coefficients as:
Un = Cnn2p (7.44)
Up = Cpp2n (7.45)
where Cn and Cp represent coefficients of Auger recombination for electrons and holes,
respectively. Opposite process is impact ionization with coefficients Bn and Bp. In a
nonequilibrium case when the semiconductor is illuminated and generates electron-
hole pairs at rate GL:
dn
dt
= GL + (Bnn− Cnn2p) + (Bpp− Cpp2n) (7.46)
In steady state (dn/dt = 0) when there is no external generation (GL = 0) the num-
ber of carriers generated through impact ionization and recombined through Auger
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recombination has to be equal for both electrons and holes, so Bnn = Cnn2p and
Bpp = Cpp2n. Now:
Bn = Cnnp = Cnn2i (7.47)
Bp = Cppn = Cpn2i (7.48)
where ni is intrinsic carrier concentration. In steady state when there is external
generation the number of overall carriers generated and recombined has to be equal
(GL = UAUG). Combining Eqs. 7.46 – 7.48:
UAUG = Cnn(np− n2i ) + Cpp(pn− n2i ) = (Cnn+ Cpp)(pn− n2i ) (7.49)
where UAUG is the overall Auger recombination in the device. Influence Auger re-










where Na and Nd are acceptor and donor concentration respectively.
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Figure 7.2: Auger CHCC recombination. [28]
There are many types of Auger recom-
bination. Since we are interested in III-
V alloys for solar cells device fabrication,
there are three types of recombinations
which are the most common, namely
CHCC, CHHL and CHHS.
In CHCC recombination two electrons
collide. An electron from position 1 in
Fig. 7.2 collides with an electron on po-
sition 2 and recombines with a hole, po-
sition h. Electron 2 absorbs radiated en-
ergy and excites to position f , where it
finally relaxes from to the band edge.
In the two types of recombination, CHHL and CHHS, two holes take part in the
process. The first is more dominant in semiconductors where spin-orbit splitting
∆ is larger than the energy gap Eg. This usually happens with materials with a
small energy gap. The second is more common if energy gap is larger than the spin-
orbit splitting. The main difference between these two processes is in fact that in
materials with spin-orbit splitting larger than the energy gap, energy radiated during
recombination in not large enough, so holes can not excite to the spin-orbit band.
In CHHL process (Fig. 7.3a) holes h1 and h2 collide in a heavy hole band. Hole h1
recombines with electron 1. Energy radiated in the process is being absorbed by h2
which excites to light holes band, and returns to the original band after relaxation.
When energy gap Eg of semiconductors is larger than spin-orbit splitting ∆, we have
CHHS recombination. In this case (Fig. 7.3b), holes h1 and h2 collide in a heavy hole
band. Hole h1 recombines with electron 1. Energy radiated in the process is being
absorbed by h2 which excites to the spin-orbit band, position 2. Eventually, it returns
to the original band after relaxation.
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(a) CHHL (b) CHHS
Figure 7.3: Auger recombination in p-type materials. [28]
When each of collisions happens, there has to be enough energy in processes to trig-
ger recombination. That minimum energy is called the threshold energy. In different
material configuration each process will have different threshold energy and usually,
one process will be more dominant than others.
The simplest way to understand the Auger recombination is by observing the sim-
plest type of the recombination. It is a process in which two electons and one heavy
hole take part, namely CHCC [41, 132] . During this process momentum and energy
conservation have to be fulfilled:














where h¯k1, h¯k2 and h¯khh are momenta of the two electrons and one heavy hole at the
beginning of the process, respectively, and h¯k f is momentum of the excited electron at
the end of the process, while me is electron mass and mhh heavy hole mass. Material’s
bandgap is Eg.
Now, the total kinetic energy of two electrons and one hole that take part in the










Since the excited electron receives large energy from the collision, it gains huge
momentum as well. Momentum conservation law (Eq. 7.52) requires large initial
momenta at the beginning of the process as well. It means the colliding particles have
to have large enough kinetic energy. The lowest energy required is called threshold
energy eth. Since mhh»me, it is more probable heavy hole will have larger momentum
than electrons, hence khh ≈ k f . Now, taking this into account, together with Eqs. 7.52-







Since in n−type materials concentration of electrons n is much larger than concen-
tration of holes p, we will take into account only CHCC. On the other hand, in the
p−type material, we have CHHL and CHHS. When energy gap Eg is wider than
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spin-orbit splitting ∆, CHHS type is more dominant, whereas in opposite case CHHS
does not exist. In solar cell, we have both n−type and p−type materials, so [153, 28]:
Cn = CCHCC (7.57)
Cp = CCHHL + CCHHS (7.58)
Auger recombination rate can be calculated from [28]:
U =
2pi
h¯v ∑ |Vi f |
2δ[ec(k1) + ec(k2) + Eg + eh(kh)− ec(k f )]
× fc(e(k1)) fc(e(k2)) fh(e(kh)) (7.59)
where v is normalization volume, |Vi f |2 is square of modulus of the Coulomb inter-
action operator matrix element between initial i and final state f , f (e(k)) distribution
functions. Energy conservation is accounted using Dirac’s δ- function.







cµ fk f (r2)− ψ∗hµhkh(r2)ψ∗cµ fk f (r1)]
× e
2
κ|r1 − r2| [ψcµ1k1(r1)ψcµ2k2(r2)− ψcµ1k1(r2)ψcµ2k2(r1)] (7.60)
where ψηµk are wave functions of carrier-free band states, η denotes the band and µ






where uηµk(r) is Bloch periodic lattice function for arbitrary direction. Combining















× δ[k1 + k2 + kh − k f ]
× δ[ec(k1) + ec(k2) + Eg + eh(kh)− ec(k f )]




κ2|k f − k2|4
− B(k1,k2,kh,k f )
κ2|k f − k2|2|k f − k1|2
)
(7.62)
where δ[ec(k1)+ ec(k2)+Eg+ eh(kh)− ec(k f )] takes care of energy conservation, δ[k1+
k2 + kh − k f ] takes care of momentum conservation, the first term in brackets (con-
taining Bcc and Bhc) corresponds to Coulomb interaction, while the second (with B)
corresponds to exchange interaction. Quantities Bcc, Bhc and B are overlap integrals
of Bloch functions [28]:
Bcc(k f ,k2) = ∑
µ2,µ f








cµ fk f ,cµ2k2






d3r u∗ηµk(r) uη′µ′k′ (r) (7.66)
where Ω is integration area.
If arbitrary relationship between energy gap Eg and spin-orbit splitting ∆ is as-
sumed, Auger recombination coefficient in n-type semiconductor can be calculated by
solving Eq. 7.62 using Eqs. 7.63 - 7.66, Eq. 7.44 and Eq. 7.57 in the four-band Kane


























where me is the electron mass, mhh the heavy hole mass, ε0 the vacuum permittivity εr
the relative permittivity (in preceiding expressions it was denoted as κ for simplicity,
i.e. κ = ε0εr) and a is a constant.
〈ec〉 =
 Eg for Eg  ∆3











for Eg  ∆
(2pi)5/2 for Eg  ∆
(7.70)
In case of a p-type semiconductor with a narrow band gap Eg (i.e. Eg  ∆), the
most favorable way of nonradiative Auger recombination is CCHHL. It was first eval-
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uated in [173], and later corrected by [90]. After solving Eq. 7.62 using Eqs. 7.63 -
7.66, Eq. 7.45 and Eq. 7.58 in the three-band Kane model [111], Auger recombination




































In the opposite case, when band gap Eg is similar or lower than the spin orbit
splitting energy ∆, the most dominant channel of Auger recombination is CCHHs. This
process was studied in detail and presented in [92]. With hole transfer to split-off
band, the expression for Auger recombination coefficient is slightly different since it
includes different particles at different energy gaps. Therefore, combining Eqs. 7.59
- 7.61 expression for recombination rate,similar to 7.62, can be obtained with arbitrary















× δ[k1h + k2h + kc − ks]
× δ[eh(k1h) + eh(k2h) + ec(kc) + Eg − es(ks)− ∆]









where δ[eh(k1h) + eh(k2h) + ec(kc) + Eg− es(ks)−∆] takes care of energy conservation,
δ[k1h+ k2h+ kc− ks] takes care of momentum conservation, the first term in brackets
(containing Bhc and Bhs) corresponds to Coulomb interaction, while the second (with
B) corresponds to exchange interaction. Quantities Bcc, Bhc and B are overlap integrals
of Bloch functions [90, 28]:












































− [(k2h,ks)2(k1h,kc)2 − (k1h,ks)2(k2h,kc)2
− (k1h,k2h)2(kc,ks)2]k−21h k−22h k−2s k−2c
)
(7.77)
where P is Kane parameter (P2 = 3h¯2Eg/(4me)), Ec = Eg + ec(kc) and Ec = −∆ −
es(ks) are roots of the dispersion equation in the Kane model [111]. Values ys(ks) and
yc(kc) can be calculated from the expression:
yx(kx) = [E2x(Eg − ∆) + 2Ex(P2|kx|2 + Eg∆) + 2P2|kx|2∆]−1 (7.78)
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where index "x" can be either "c" or "s". Finally, solving 7.74 using Eqs. 7.75- 7.78,
Eq. 7.45 and Eq. 7.58 in the four-band Kane model [111], Auger recombination coeffi-


















(Eg + ∆)(3Eg − 2∆) (7.80)
where mso is spin-orbit interaction mass and κ = ε0εr as well.







(CCHHLnwn + (CCHHL + CCHHS)pwp)
]
(pn− n2i ) (7.82)
where wp is width of quasi-neutral region in p−type semiconductor and wn is width
of quasi-neutral region in n−type semiconductor. In n−type n ≈ Nd and in p−type
p ≈ Na. Since pn = n2i e
qV
kBT , we can write Eq. 7.82 as:
JAUG = q
[

















where JAUG,0 is voltage independent part of Auger recombination current:
JAUG,0 = q
[





H E U R I S T I C M O D E L I N G O F M U LT I - J U N C T I O N S O L A R C E L L S
In case of very complex problems, classical approach becomes inefficient. Solving
them might require too much time or computing power. Therefore, an alternative
method might come in handy. One of such methods is heuristics. Heuristics creates
a shortcut using available data, i.e. newly acquired knowledge, about the problem to
make a choice between possible alternatives. Each iteration depends upon ranking of
those alternatives in the previous iteration. Accuracy or precision might have to be
sacrificed for speed. The main idea is obtaining sufficiently good results in available
amount of time.
Due to its resemblance to human way of thinking and problem solving, it lies in a
basis of artificial intelligence.
8.1 genetic algorithms
The idea of solving problems in engineering based on evolution traces back decades
in history. In the 1950s and 1960s, scientists were trying to find an algorithm which
would mimic biological systems and, starting with an unoptimal sets of solutions,
find an optimal one. Evolution strategies were introduced by Rechenberg [177, 206]
who tried to optimize the parameters of different devices. This idea was adopted and
improved by Schwefel [184]. At the same time Fogel, Owens, and Walsh developed
evolutionary programming [77]. Solutions were basically represented as a finite state
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machine and they were evolving by randomly mutating state transitions and select-
ing the best solutions. These two methods, together with genetic algorithm are the
foundation of modern evolutionary computation.
Genetic algorithms (GA) are a particular class of evolutionary algorithms. They
were developed by John Holland [101] at the University of Michigan during the 1960s
and 1970s. Unlike the most of scientist during that period, Holland was not trying to
create an algorithm which would solve a particular problem, but rather to study the
process of evolving. The GA he created was mimicking biological evolution. He laid
the theoretical foundations for adaptation in evolutionary computation. Furthermore,
he introduced population-based algorithms with operators such as natural selection,
crossover, mutation and inversion. His schema theorem was for decades the founda-
tion for all theoretical research on GAs.
Evolution is, naturally, an inspiration when it comes to problem-solving. It searches
through a huge number of possible solutions, i.e. genetic sequences of living beings,
to solve a problem of survival in a harsh and complex, constantly changing, environ-
ment. Over and above, it is highly parallelized. Hence, it creates very innovative
and, very often, simple solutions to very complex problems. The most problems in
science, engineering, biology... are very complex, with a huge number of constrained
parameters which constantly change the environment and have many possible solu-
tions. Therefore the algorithm has to be parallel, adaptive and to have an intelligent
strategy for deciding which parameters provide the best results and how to move
through the parameter space in order to find the optimal solution in the parameter
space. Having said this, genetic algorithms are the logical choice for solving problems
in many different fields.
GAs [55, 94, 93, 203, 212, 150] are adaptive heuristic searching methods based on
natural selection. Even though they make use of random numbers, they are not ran-
dom search methods, but based on previous iterations find the best solution within
the search space. The heart of each genetic algorithm is selection, crossingover, muta-
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tion and evaluation. Different genetic algorithms have these techniques implemented
differently (Figs. 8.1 and 8.2).
Figure 8.1: Genetic algorithm flow chart
Genetic algorithms basically need some
specifications of the problem, such as popu-
lation size, stopping criteria... Based on that,
the initial population is created. Population
consists of sets of parameters, i.e. individuals.
Each individual is now being evaluated and
generation sorted based on the fitnesses of in-
dividuals. This evaluation process can be par-
allelized and is being calculated on the com-
pute nodes. Everything else is being done on
the head node. If the stopping criterion is
met, GA is finished. If the stopping criterion
is not met, GA starts creating the new generation. Based on the fitness order and opti-
mization options, selects the individuals which will take place in crossingover. After
crossing over, individuals mutate to prevent quick convergence to a local maximum.
This way the new generation is created. Individuals of the new generation are now
being evaluated and the process repeats until a stopping criterion is met.




Figure 8.3: Schematic representation of one-point
and two-point crossover and mutation
Selection, crossingover and mutation
are called breeding. Those processes
combine individuals in the current gen-
eration and create the next generation.
Selection selects two individuals which
are going to breed and is based on nat-
ural selection. It is being done using a
roulette wheel algorithm with the rela-
tive fitnesses obtained in the evaluation.
In other words, those individuals that
provide better fitnesses will have more
probability to breed. Before crossingover,
encoding takes place, which converts pa-
rameters in an individual into strings of
integer numbers. It is done by creating
strings from each optimizing parameter
with predetermined lengths. Each ele-
ment in those strings, i.e. integer num-
ber, is called gene. In other words, each
string is set of genes which represent one device parameter. By merging those strings,
chromosomes are obtained. Chromosomes are string representation of each individ-
ual. Crossingover can be one-point or two-point crossingover. In one-point crossin-
gover two chromosomes exchange two fragments, which are on either end. On the
other hand, two-point crossingover allows exchange segments from the middle of the
chromosome (Figs. 8.2 and 8.3a). Circles in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3 represent genes, whereas
arrays of circles represent chromosomes.
The next step in the breeding process is a mutation. For each gene in each chromo-
some a random number is generated and if it is larger than the mutation threshold,
that gene will be randomly altered. If the mutation happens on a more significant
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digit in the gene, it can cause a significant jump in the parameter space, and vice versa.
Therefore, mutation can be uniform or nonuniform, have upper or lower boundaries,
can be variable depending on the fitness of the individual or the position of the digit
in the gene (Figs. 8.2 and 8.3b). In the end, the chromosomes are decoded and con-
verted to individuals, i.e. sets of solar cell parameters. The decoding is just a reverse
process from the encoding.
Genetic algorithms rely on a single scalar quantity, therefore they are suitable for
the wide range of problems. They do not make any assumptions about the objec-
tive function, so problems for which derivatives are very hard, or even impossible
if they are undefined, to evaluate in closed form are solvable for genetic algorithms.
It makes them robust and stable. For that reason, they are used when the objective
function is discontinuous, stochastic, highly nonlinear or described by integral equa-
tions. Furthermore, they are being used when the search space is highly complex
and large, poorly understood, multimodal or n-dimensional surface. The advantage
of the GAs over other methods is the ease with which it can handle arbitrary kinds
of constraints. It can be handled as weighted components of the fitness function,
making them easy to adapt to the particular requirements of a very wide range of
possible overall objectives. Some of the fields they have found use are optimization,
automatic programming, machine and robot learning, economic modeling, immune
system modeling, ecological modeling, modeling of social systems, etc.
Genetic algorithms are quick in locating the area where the optimal solution is,
while, unlike more field-specific algorithms, it takes them more time to find the exact
solution within the located area. There is a fast increase in fitness in the early stage
of the optimization, which is followed by a long period of slow change in the fitness.
If they are able to converge to the optimal solution, traditional simplex methods are
significantly faster in locating it. Genetic algorithms are slower, but global search
methods. It is a repercussion of a large number of individuals, typically required
in dealing with complex problems, which have to be evaluated. On the other hand,
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the evaluations are being conducted simultaneously, which allows a high degree of
parallelization.
8.2 shema theorem
Genetic algorithms are simple to understand and program, but extremely difficult to
describe mathematically as their behavior is very complicated. The theoretical foun-
dations were laid by Holland [101], whereas many sicentists made a significant contri-
butions [95, 59, 155, 103, 204]. Holland’s schema theorem was the traditional theory of
GAs for decades, so it will be sketched briefly, based on [94, 150]. It assumes that, in
a very general level of description, GAs work by discovering and recombining good
building blocks of solutions. The assumption is that good building blocks are actually
parameter sets whose combination build the optimal solution. Those parameter sets
have to have a certain similarity. A schema [101] is a similarity template describing a
subset of strings with similarities at certain string positions.
The simplest way to analyze the behavior of a genetic algorithm is to observe a
binary system. Since strings are similar, not identical, we need a meta-symbol ” ∗ ” as
a wild card, or the "don’t care” bits. Schema matches a particular string if at every
location particular bits of 1′s and 0′s match. The ∗ can match either. If we observe a
byte long schemata (l = 8), one schema can be H = ∗1111111. This schema matches
only two strings, namely A1 = 01111111 and A2 = 11111111. Another example of
the schema can be H = ∗ ∗ 1001 ∗ ∗, H = 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 100∗... The first schema matches 16
different strings and the second one 8.
Since we use three signs to represent schemata of length l, there are 3l possible
schemata. If number system (or the alphabet) is of a cardinality k, there are (k+ 1)l
possible schemata. Each particular string has to be represented with 1′s and 0′s,
therefore there are 2l possible strings. If a generation contains n individuals, there are
between 2l (if all of them are equal) and n · 2l (if all of them are different) schemata,
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because each one of the bits can be represented either with its actual value or with a
meta-symbol ” ∗ ”.
Since there are different schemata of the same length, they can be classified accord-
ing to order and length. The order of schema (o(H)) is the number of defined bits.
As an example, o(∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗1) = 1, o(1 ∗ 0 ∗ 100∗) = 5. Defining the length of a
schema (δ(H)) is the distance between the first and last defined bit. As an example,
δ(∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗1) = 0, δ(1 ∗ 0 ∗ 100∗) = 6.
We are mainly interested in the effect of genetic algorithm operators (selection,
crossover and mutation) on the number of schemata. Suppose there are m(H, t)
schemata within the population A(t) at the moment (generation) t. The probability a
string Ai will be selected for reproduction is:
pi = fi/ f¯ (8.1)
where fi is the fitness of a string Ai and f¯ the average fitness of the entire population.
Now, if f (H, t) is the average fitness of the strings representing schema H at genera-
tion t, the probability the schema will be selected for the next generation (will survive
selection) is:
p(H, t) = f (H, t)/ f¯ (8.2)
The expected number of schemata, if the only selection is taken into account, in the
next generation can be written as:





Particular schema grows as a ratio of the average fitness of the schema to the average
fitness of the entire population. In other words, a schema with higher average fitness
will receive a higher number of samples in the next generation. Simply, above average
schemata increases while the below average ones die off. If we assume a certain
schema grows with a rate of c f¯ from generation to generation, where c is a constant,
we can write:
m(H, t+ 1) = m(H, t)
f¯ + c f¯
f¯
= m(H, t)(1+ c) (8.4)
If the schema grows at this rate from the beginning:
m(H, t) = m(H, 0)(1+ c)t (8.5)
which is a geometric progression. If the schema decays constantly, then c < 0 and
we have geometric decay. If the population contains the optimal solution, the algo-
rithm can find it quickly. Otherwise, we have to introduce new operators which can
help explore other regions where the optimal solution might be. Crossover will be
introduced through Sc and mutation through Sm.
Crossover allows expansion through information exchange between strings. If we
observe two schemata H1 = ∗1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 and H2 = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 10 ∗ ∗, we can see how
crossingover affects particular schemata. In crossover two strings, that match the
observed schemata, are chosen based on their fitness, sliced at random place and
recombined. If they are sliced in the middle, we have H1 = ∗1 ∗ ∗| ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 and H2 =
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ |10 ∗ ∗. In a case like this, information about the similarity of that string with
other strings which match the schema H1 will be destroyed because the specified bits
are going to become parts of different offspring. This is destroying schemata H1. In a
case like this, the only way the schemata survives is if the string is recombined with
an identical one, but the probability for that is low, therefore will be ignored. On
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the other hand, schema H2 will survive. If the string length is l, it can be sliced in
l − 1 places. It will be destroyed if the slicing happens somewhere between first and
last defined bits, hence in one of δ(H) places. Decaying probability will be pd(H) =
δ(H)/(l − 1) and surviving probability ps(H) = 1 − pd(H). In case of observed
schemata, pd(H1) = 0.86 and ps(H1) = 0.14, while pd(H2) = 0.14 and ps(H2) = 0.86.
If the crossingover probability is pc, lower bound of crossover survival is:
Sc(H) ≥ 1− pc δ(H)l − 1 (8.6)
Obviously, the shorter defining length schemata will have a higher probability to
survive.
The downside of crossingover is that one good schema can become dominant and,
if it does not contain the best solution, can lead to a local maximum. This is the
place where mutation steps in. It provides enough diversity to ensure the reached
maximum is global. The schema can be destroyed only if one of the defined bits is
altered. Probability any bit will be mutated is pm. Any single bit will be intact with
probability 1− pm. The number of defined bits is the order of schema o(H). Since the
mutations are independent, the lower bound of mutation survival is:
Sm(H) ≥ (1− pm)o(H) (8.7)
Schema survives only if each one of o(H) defined bits survive. Hence, if the o(H) is
lower, there is higher probability the schema will survive.
Finally, the expected number of schemata H in the next generation, if selection,
crossingover and mutation are taken into account, can be written as:
E(m(H, t+ 1)) ≥ m(H, t) f (H, t)
f¯
(






Expression 8.8 is the schema theorem. It is the fundamental theorem of the genetic
algorithm. It implies that short, low-order, above-average schemata increase exponen-
tially in subsequent generations. It is a roadmap for how to conduct optimizations.
8.3 a matematical model of the simple genetic algorithm
Well known schema theorem [102] predicts only the expected change in frequencies
in schemas from one generation to another. Unfortunately, it does not say anything
about population composition, distribution of fitnesses or speed of population con-
vergence. Model presented here [203] is based on [150].
After encoding each individual is converted to a binary string of length l and can
be presented with integer number i, where i ∈ (0, 2l − 1). In real code (Fig. 8.1) in-
dividuals are evaluated, selected based on their fitness and then encoded. In order
to simplify the mathematics, we will assume that individuals are encoded first since
the mathematical operations are more easily understood if applied on binary strings
than real numbers. The population at generation t is represented by two real-valued
vectors p(t) and s(t) with lengths 2l. Vector p(t) is the proportion of each individual
string in the population at generation t and vector s(t) is the probability that individ-
ual is going to be selected. The probability is determined based on its fitness value. In
other words, i−th component of vector p(t), pi(t), is the proportion of the population
at generation t consisting of string i and i−th component of vector s(t), si(t), is the
probability that the individual represented with i is going to be selected to be a parent
for the next generation, based on its fitness. Shortly, p(t) defines the composition of
the population and s(t) defines its quality. The fitness function f (i) values for each
individual will be components of the matrix F, where:
Fi,j =
 f (i) for i = j0 for i 6= j (8.9)
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The idea is to define a single operator G which, applied to s(t), would mimic the
effects of running the genetic algorithm and creating the population in generation
t+ 1 from the population in generation t, i.e.:
s(t+ 1) = Gs(t) (8.11)
This way iterating G on s(t) from the first generation would give an exact descrip-
tion of the expected behavior of the genetic algorithm. For now, we will take into
account only selection. If we define expectation of x as E(x):
E (p(t+ 1)) = s(t) (8.12)
This means that the expected proportion of each individual in the next generation
equals the quality in this generation. If we allow x ∼ y mean x and y differ only by a
scalar factor and combining (8.10) and (8.12) we can obtain:
E (s(t+ 1)) ∼ Fs(t) (8.13)
Now we have an expression in the form of (8.11). In case of only selection taken
into account, we have G = F. This is expectation value and is exact only in case of
an infinite population. In the case of finite population, sampling errors will cause
deviation from the exact value.
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Let’s take into account crossingover and mutation, in one word recombination, us-
ing operator M. Now operator G will be a composition of operators F and M. Prob-
ability that individual k will be produced by recombination of i and j is ri,j(k), and
therefore:
E (pk(t+ 1)) =∑
i,j
si(t)sj(t)ri,j(k) (8.14)
Since defining ri,j(k) and M is a bit tricky, we will define a simpler matrix M0 whose
elements M0i,j give the probability ri,j(0) that individual containing all zeros is going
to be produced in recombination of strings i and j. The expression for ri,j(0) equals
the sum of two terms. The first term T1 is the probability that crossingover will not
happen between i and j and that either of them mutates to all zeros. The other term
T2 is the probability that crossingover will happen between i and j and that either of
them mutates to all zeros. Number of ones in an individual is |i|, pc is crossingover






p|i|m (1− pm)l−|i| + p|j|m (1− pm)l−|j|
]
(8.15)
Individuals are of length l, number of possible crossingover points is l − 1 and the
probability of choosing point c is 1/(l − 1). Point c is a number which, counted from
the right decides where the individual is going to be sliced. It produces two sub-
individuals of lengths c (the right one) and l − c (the left one). The individual i will
be converted into i2 (the right one) and i1 (the left one). Similar with the individual
j. After crossingover two new individuals will be produced: h from i1 and j2 and
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k from j1 and i2. Number of ones in these new individuals is |h| = |i1| + |j2| and










p|h|m (1− pm)l−|h| + p|k|m (1− pm)l−|k|
]
(8.16)
Next, we can write the expression for ri,j(0) = T1 + T2. To make the expression a






















As already said, ri,j(0) are elements of matrix M0. We can define permutations σi
as:
σi〈s0, ..., s2l−1〉T = 〈si⊕0, ..., si⊕(2l−1)〉T (8.18)
where ⊕ is exclusive-or. Now, we will define M as:
M(s) = 〈(σ0s)TM0σ0s, ..., (σ2l−1s)TM0σ2l−1s〉T (8.19)
In the end, we can write the expression for genetic algorithm operator G:
G (x) = F ◦M (x) (8.20)
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where ◦ is the composition operator. Combining (8.20) with (8.13) we obtain:
G (s(t)) ∼ s(t+ 1) (8.21)
Finaly, combining (8.21) with (8.10) we obtain:
Gp (p(t)) ∼ p(t+ 1) (8.22)
Results (8.21) and (8.22) represent genetic algorithm operators and are exact results
in the case of an infinite population.
Operator F describes selection while operator M describes recombination, i.e. crossin-
gover and mutation. As a consequence, operator G describes the main operations in
genetic algorithm, selection, crossingover and mutation. Operator G applied to the
population in the first generation produces the population in the next generation. It
can be iterated until any stopping criteria are met and, therefore, provide the indi-
vidual with the desired fitness. In MJSC optimization there are many parameters to
be optimized, which does not create an infinite population, but sufficiently large for
approximation to be reasonable.
8.4 genetic algorithm implementation using parallel computing
The genetic algorithm implementation was based on the PIKAIA genetic algorithm.
PIKAIA was developed by Paul Charbonneau and Barry Knapp [55, 56] at the High
Altitude Observatory of the National Center fo Atmospheric Research in 1995. MPI
version was developed by Travis Metcalfe during a postdoctoral fellowship at the
Harward-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics [12]. MPI stands for message passing
protocol, which allows parallel computation. The version used in this thesis is MPI
version which had to be converted from Fortran 77 to Fortran 90 and significantly alter
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to comply with the needs of the problem, such as being able to solve n-dimensional
problems.
Despite the changes, the core of the PIKAIA has been preserved, so the user guide
written by the original creators can be found in Ref. [56].
The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the function provided in the n−dimensional
space, where n is the number of optimizing parameters with values in range [0.0, 1.0].
This means the user has to scale the input parameters of the function. Optimization
options have default values, while the user can provide a control vector with defined
options for the optimization. The default number of individuals is np = 100, whereas
the default number of generations is ng = 500. The stopping criterion is the number
of generations, unlike the most of the other algorithms.
The first step in the optimization is creating np individuals by a uniform random
number generator. These individuals can be evaluated both sequentially and parallel,
which can be defined by the user. After obtaining the fitness values for each individ-
ual, the algorithm starts creating a new generation. First, probabilities for selection
have to be determined stochastically. All individuals within the population are ranked
accordingly to their fitness. It is being done through the Roulette Wheel Algorithm.
The ranking is equivalent to creating a roulette wheel with sectors with sizes linearly
proportional to the fitness of each individual. The larger the size of each sector, larger
the probability the individual will be selected for reproduction. Fitness differential is
proportionality constant between fitness-based rank and selection probability. It can
be specified by the user, while the default value is fdiff = 1.0. In case fdiff=1 the
selection is based on the fitness, whereas in case of fdiff=0, each individual can be
selected with the equal probability. Throughout these optimizations the default value
was used.
After two individuals are selected, encoding takes place. Individuals are encoded
using decade system with the number of significant digits can be set by the user. The
default value is nd = 5. Encoding creates n · nd long chromosome, i.e. concatenates nd
significant digits from n individuals.
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Crossingover is the main advantage of genetic algorithms. It combines chromo-
somes from two individuals called parents and creates two new individuals called
offspring. First, a random number is generated. If that number is lower than the
crossingover probability, the crossingover takes place. The crossingover probability
can be set by the user, although its default value is pcross = 0.85, which was used in
the calculations.
Mutation operator allows diversity of the population. Again, a random number is
generated for every gene (digit) in a chromosome of an offspring, and if it is lower
than mutation probability pmut, mutation takes place. In the mutation process, the
selected gene is replaced by randomly selected single digit number. The mutation
probability can be constant or can vary depending on fitness. Default value is pmut =
0.005, if mutation mode is imut = 1. The default value is imut = 2, which allows
mutation rate to vary between pmutmn = 0.0005 and pmutmx = 0.25. This is achieved
by tracking the convergence of the population. Based on the convergence degree,
the mutation rate is increased or decreased in order to keep the variability of the
population and prevent the premature convergence. In the case when more than one
gene has to mutate simultaneously in order to achieve desired value, the probability
of that happening is called Hamming wall. An example for this is when 19 has to
mutate to 20, or 20 to 19. The creep mutation option allows exactly this. If selected, it
can add or subtract 1 if needed.
After creating new individuals, there are three reproduction plans for incorporating
them into the population. If irep = 1 (default value) reproduction plan is set to full
generational replacement, which was kept in the optimisation. In case irep = 2 or
irep = 3, steady-state replacement takes place. The new individual is introduced
only if its fitness is higher than the lowest in the current population and there are no
identical individuals already. In case of irep = 2 the new individual replaces random
individual from the population, while in case of irep = 3 it replaces the least fit one.
In case of a large number of individuals and generations, even the lowest probability
phenomenon can occur, so it can happen that the fittest individual from the current
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generation is less fit than the fittest one from the previous generation. This is where
the elitism comes in handy. It allows the fittest individuals to be preserved and passed
on to the next generation. It is turned on by default (ielite = 1), but can be turned
off as well (ielite = 0).
After the new generation is created, the process of evaluation can start again. It is
the most time consuming, therefore parallelization speeds up the process significantly,
especially for a large number of individuals. The same code can be used on both single
core and multi-core machines. It can be specified by the user in program options.
In the begining, before the program is started, the user has to specify what type
of structure is going to be optimised. There are two options: multi-junction solar
cells (MJSC) and laser power converter in vertical epitaxial heterostructure architec-
ture (VEHSA). The device can be optimised either by parallel of sequential PIKAIA,
which can be chosen by the user. Next, number of subcells and the device thickness
has to be provided. In case of MJSC, there are different spectra available: ASTM
G173-03 extratrrestrial irradiation, ASTM G173-03 global tilt irradiation, ASTM G173-
03 direct+circumsolar irradiation, blackbody at 6000K temperature and blackbody at
6000K temperature scaled to simulate air mass. On the other hand, in case of VEHSA
device, only laser power and wavelength can be chosen.
The device parameters which can be optimised are current, voltage, thicknesses,
impurity levels and energy gap. Current and voltage can not be choosen at the same
time, since one can be calculated using the other. If current is choosen, there are op-
tions for series-constrained device or unconstrained. If the device is VEHSA, energy
gap is not optimised. It has to be specified. Finally, type of losses can be selected.
The implemented options are radiative recombination, diffusion dark current, Auger
recombination and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. Shockley-Read-Hall calcula-
tion depends on coefficients fitted for GaAs, therefore it is not applicable for the other
III-V materials.
At the end of setup, depending on the complexity of the problem, the optimization
parameters for the PIKAIA have to be choosen. All except for the numbers of individ-
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uals and generations are left as their default values. Number of individuals, in case
of M subcells choosen to be M ∗ 640, since each node contains 64 cores, whereas the
number of generations is 250 +M ∗ 150, which was choosen based on testing which
values provide sufficient accuracy without sacrificing time.
When all the initial conditions are determined, the program calls PIKAIA and pro-
vides it with all the necessary instructions. After finishing the optimisation process,
PIKAIA returns results of the optimization, including the fittest individual (optimal
parameters vector) and its fitness (the expected efficiency).
Typical results of optimization are presented in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5. The first graph
shows the fitnesses of each individual in each generation. The second graph shows
the distribution of the individuals during the optimization process.
Figure 8.4: Illustration of the optimization progress for the 5-
junction solar cell, where signs represent fitnesses
of each individual while line represent fitness of
the fittest individual in each generation during the
optimization process.
The majority of individuals
are grouped in range between
45% and 50%. Since the selec-
tion operator chooses individu-
als for reproduction according
to their fitness, this is expected.
The first generations are created
randomly, so they tend to have
lower fitnesses. Some of them
have higher values, which de-
pends on pure chance.
After 20 or 30 generations
there has already been enough
reproduction cycles, i.e. crossingovers, which creates clusters of individuals.
The second graph (i.e. Fig. 8.5) shows the distribution of individuals according
to their fitness. Clusters can be clearly seen here. If we neglect very low values,
which were dominantly discarded for different reasons, we can see clusters appearing
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around 10%, 20% and one between 30% and 40%, with few peaks. These are all local
maximums.
Figure 8.5: Illustration of the optimization procedure for 5-
junction solar cell: individuals distribution during
the optimization procedure.
The most of other optimizing
algorithms would be stuck here,
whereas the genetic algorithm
has few mechanisms to avoid
this. Two individuals in local
maximums can produce an indi-
vidual with much higher fitness,
which would reproduce more of-
ten in next generations. This
way algorithm gets out a local
maximum. Another way is mu-
tation. The individual in a local
maximum can mutate and achieve higher fitness. On graph Fig. 8.4 it can be seen that
in the first generations while the most of individuals have low fitnesses, some of them
exceed 40%. In later generations happens that the highest fitness is slightly above the
main cluster. This could be crossingover, although it could be attributed to mutation
as well.
Overall, the genetic algorithm has shown it can reach the highest fitnesses very
quickly, while the distribution of individuals is a proof of algorithm successfully
avoids local maxima.
It is of utmost importance to understand how different levels of crossingover and
mutation probabilities affect the optimization progress. Figures 8.6a– 8.6d show the
distribution of individuals in case of a single-junction device. In case when crossin-
gover probability is fixed (Figs. 8.6a and 8.6b) the distribution depends mainly on
mutation. Therefore we can see individuals widely distributed over different efficien-
cies. The fact that they tend to localize near higher efficiencies is due to selection of the
fittest individuals. When each individual is being mutated (pmut = 1) the distribution
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(a) pcross=0, pmut=variable (b) pcross=0.85, pmut=variable
(c) pmut=0, pcross=variable (d) pmut=0.005, pcross=variable
Figure 8.6: Distribution of individuals during the optimization process of single-junction device using
genetic algorithm for different values of crossingover and mutation probability.
is more equal, than in comparison when there is no mutation (pmut = 0). In Fig. 8.6a,
in case of pmut = 0, the only reproduction operator is selection, the main driving en-
gine of the genetic algorithm. In case of simple problem as this one (single-junction
device, 5 parameters optimized) the selection operator is enough to find the optimal
solution quickly. Another difference is that almost all individuals are distributed near
the highest possible value, although non of them reaches it. Despite all of it’s abilities,
selection alone is not enough to find the global maximum, which makes crossingover
and mutation operators crucial. In case of no mutation (Fig. 8.6c), there is no wide
distribution of individuals at lower efficiencies. Except for one, all of them are located
at 50% or above. Again, when there is no crossingover (pcross = 0) we get the same
result as in the previously discussed case, which was expected. Even low crossingover
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(a) pcross=0, pmut=variable (b) pcross=0.85, pmut=variable
(c) pmut=0, pcross=variable (d) pmut=0.005, pcross=variable
Figure 8.7: Distribution of individuals during the optimization process of 15-junction device using
genetic algorithm for different values of crossingover and mutation probability.
and mutation probabilities, in combination with selection, lead to a global maximum
for simple problems.
In case of complex problems (15-junction device), things are a bit different (Figs. 8.7a–
8.7d). Due to complexity of the problem, we can see there is a wide distribution of
individuals. In case of no crossingover (Fig. 8.7a), selection, in combination with low
mutation probabilities, leads to large number of local maximums. Higher mutation
probabilities reduce the number of local maximums, while they still exist to a certain
level. High crossingover probabilities (Fig. 8.7b) manage to smooth the graph regard-
less of mutation, showing the true importance of crossingover operator in very com-
plex problems. Important fact to notice is that high crossingover without mutation
can not lead to the global maximum. It definitely does not allow less fit individuals
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to become dominant and create local maximums, whereas allows few very fit indi-
viduals the same. Unfortunately, this is not enough to reach rhe global maximum
(Fig. 8.7b, pmut = 0 and Fig. 8.7c, pcross = 0.85). Mutation seem to destroy the effect
of the crossingover in certain situations (Fig. 8.7b). It looks like high levels of crossin-
gover benefits from low mutation levels, which does not change it’s genetic material
significantly. On the other hand, looks like very high mutation levels help it find the
global maximum as well. Only moderate mutations tend to keep it stuck in the area
with lower efficiencies.
Based on the analysis of the results, looks like there is no definite recipe which com-
binations of mutations and crossingover probabilities are the most optimal. It depends
on the problem complexity. For simpler problems selection operator, together with
any levels of mutations and crossingover is sufficient to locate the global maximum.
For complex problems, it is slightly different. It takes fine tuning of the operator com-
binations for the optimal solution. Since the crossingover smooths the graphs and
tend to group the individuals around few very fit individuals, it is probably the best
to go with a high crossingover probability and low mutation, which would help the
algorithm create slightly more fit individuals, without destroying their genetic mate-
rial. This solution might require more time and computing power, but will almost
definitely lead to a global maximum.
The results provided in this paper were obtained using the crossingover probability
pcross = 0.85 and variable mutation rate with pmut,min = 0.0005 and pmut,max = 0.25.
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9
R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
Following the growing demand for electricity, we quickly have to find another source
of energy. Most of the energy today comes from fossil fuels. Problems emerging
with this type of energy sources are pollution and climate change. We have released
tremendous amounts of carbon dioxide and other pollutants, such as nitride and
sulfuric compounds into the environment and it has a negative effect on ecosystems
across the planet. Another huge problem with this is in fact that fossil fuels are not
renewable and we are running out of them.
Solar cells (SCs) are devices with the potential to solve significant number of above-
mentioned problems. Single junction solar cells (1JSC) cannot exceed the Shockley-
Queisser limit [189] of around 30% in efficiency (Fig. 9.1). If we want them to become
the main energy source in the future we need to overcome that limit. Multi-junction
solar cells (MJSC) have proven they can increase the efficiency of solar energy conver-
sion [201, 49, 120].
Another important type of device is laser power converters [218] (LPC). These de-
vices allow optical power to be transmitted through optical fibers or directly through
free space and they convert it to electricity. This is especially useful in environments
sensitive to electromagnetic noise, power-over-fiber systems or remote power delivery,
such as power delivery from space.
Both MJSCs and LPCs convert photon energy into electrical energy. The differ-
ence is in their structure and the type of irradiation they are converting. MJSCs
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Figure 9.1: Shockley-Queisser limit for: 6000K
blackbody radiation (red), 6000K
blackbody radiation scaled to be
comparable with AM1.5 spectrum
(black), real global (green) and di-
rect (blue) irradiation
are intended to convert solar energy into elec-
tricity. Solar irradiation consists of photons
with a broad energy spectrum. Semiconduc-
tors optimally absorb very narrow part of
the spectrum. Therefore, in order to achieve
high conversion efficiency, we have to fabri-
cate the device using many different semicon-
ductors. They should have different energy
gaps specifically chosen to match the Sun’s
spectrum. LPCs, on the other hand, convert
laser irradiation to electricity. They are basi-
cally MJSCs as well, with a different structure.
Namely, since laser light consists of photons
with very narrow energy spectrum, it takes
only one type of semiconductor. The prob-
lem is in high intensity of laser radiation.
Being very complex devices, they require
optimization for high conversion efficiency. For the fabrication of these devices, we
need to know which materials we need, their thickness and impurity concentration.
Therefore, these parameters were chosen to be optimized. For the most efficient op-
eration, we need to find the optimal combination of current and voltage (i.e. optimal
load) so the device would operate in optimal conditions and produce the highest pos-
sible output power. Since the voltage can be calculated if we know the current, it is
computationally less expensive to optimize current as well.
Number of optimizing parameters for MJSC is 5M + 1 if series constrained and
6M if unconstrained, where M is the number of subcells. Since each subcell is a pn-
junction, we need to know the material’s energy gap Eg, thickness of p-type semicon-
ductor wp, thickness of n-type semiconductor wn, impurity concentration in p-type
semiconductor Na, impurity concentration in n-type semiconductor Nd and optimal
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current Jopt. The difference between series constrained and unconstrained is in the
optimal current. Series constrained SCs are connected in series and, thus, have the
same current. Therefore, there is only one parameter for optimization. Unconstrained
SCs, on the other hand, are electrically independent. They can be connected to the ex-
ternal circuit separately since each subcell has its own terminals (wires). This means
each subcell has its own optimal currents, so there is M parameters for optimization
instead of only one. LPCs consist only on one type of semiconductors and the Eg is
known from the beginning, while the rest of the parameters are the same as in series
constrained MJSC. The number of optimizing parameters has to be 4M+ 1.
For single-junction solar cells there are 6 optimizing parameters for both series con-
strained and unconstrained, whereas for 5JSC there are 26 if series constrained and 30
if unconstrained. If we try to optimize series constrained MJSC with 10 subcells, there
are 51 parameter for optimization. When it comes to LPCs, in case of single-junction
there are 5 parameters. If the device has 15 subcells, there are 61 parameter to be
optimized. Device parameters create a vast parameter space with many local maxima,
making it difficult for the most of search methods to find the solution. Clearly, these
optimizations are very complex. Adding to that the constraints between the parame-
ters and conflicting requirements, it is obvious that the optimizing algorithm has to
be fast and to be able to solve the problem without any deeper knowledge about it.
Heuristic algorithms are the most appropriate for the task. Especially, parallel genetic
algorithm.
Each series constrained MJSC is 5µm thick, which allows the most photons to be
absorbed. At the same time, it is thin enough for efficient carrier collection at the con-
tacts. Unconstrained ones, on the other hand, had their subcells optimized separately
with overall thickness around 10µm. Diffusion lengths were assumed to be Ln = 3µm
and Lp = 10µm.
Diffusion lengths are very important parameter as they describe carrier collection
in the device, so they have to be chosen as close to reality as possible. In cases when it
is possible to calculate carrier lifetimes and mobilities with high accuracy, it is simple
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to determine diffusion lengths as well. Since there are not enough accurate data and
models for wide range of materials, it was necessary do assume the values of the
diffusion lengths. The assumed values are chosen in a way so its inaccuracy should
not affect the overall results in a too negative way. In case of LPCs the diffusion
lengths can be calculated as this device was assumed to be fabricated using GaAs,
which will be explained in the folowing chapters.
LPCs are assumed to be made of GaAs. The thickness is 10µm, which allows almost
97% of irradiation to be absorbed when laser wavelength is λlaser = 855nm. Diffu-
sion lengths were calculated for this type of device. Mobilities [143] in both devices
were calculated as a function of impurity concentration: log µn = 0.16(log Na)2 −
5.93 log Na + 58 and log µp = −0.0575 log Nd + 3.416. Having carrier mobilities, it
is easy to calculate diffusion constants from Einstein’s relation. Surface recombina-
tion velocities were assumed Sp = Sn = 103cm/s. MJSCs were illuminated with
ASTM G173− 03 Global tilted solar spectra, while LPCs were illuminated with laser
light with energy Elaser = 1.45eV (λlaser = 855nm) and intensity 5W/cm2. All results
are obtained at temperature 300K.
In order to test the model and optimization algorithm, results were compared with
experimental values whenever possible.
In the begining of the optimization the genetic algorithm provides a set of device
parameters, i.e. individual, which has to be evaluated. It means in the beginning there
are thicknesses, impurity concentrations, material energy gap and optimal current for
each subcell. The fitness value of the individual has to be obtained.
In the first step, only basic material parameters can be calculated. Effective masses
can be calculated based on Eqs. 4.4- 4.7, carrier concentrations based on Eqs. 4.8-
4.10 and refractive index based on Eq. 4.11. Relative dielectric permittivity can be
calculated as refractive index squared. Next, built-in voltage and depletion region
widths can be calculated (Eq. 5.1 and Eqs. 5.7– 5.9, respectively).
After all material and structure parameters were obtained, losses can be calculated.
First, radiative recombination can be calculated using Eq. 7.22. Next, diffusion dark
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current can be calculated from Eq. 7.4. In case of LPCs, Shockley-Read-Hall recombi-
nation can be calculated as Eq. 7.43. Finally, Auger recombination can be calculated
using Eq. 7.85. The overall losses can be calculated as the sum of individual losses
caused by different types of recombinations, as already explained, using the expres-
sion Eq. 5.25. When all losses and material parameters are determined, short-circuit
current can be calculated as the sum of current in solar cell regions using expressions
Eqs. 5.29– 5.34.
Finally, optimal current, optimal voltage and efficiency can be calculated from
Eqs. 5.35– 5.37.
9.1 overall saturation current
Radiative recombination (Eq. 7.22) depends mainly on the energy gap. It is one of the
most dominant types of losses in direct energy gap semiconductors and can be kept
low with increasing the energy gap, as can be seen from Fig. 9.2. The doping does not
affect it as much as the energy gap.
Next, the diffusion dark current (Eq. 7.4) depends on energy gap as well. Unlike
the radiative recombination, its dependence on doping levels is significant. It has
the highest influence on efficiency in case of low impurity concentrations and low
energy gaps. The influence of diffusion dark current is reduced by either an increase
in energy gap or an increase in impurity levels.
Auger recombination (Eq. 7.85) depends on both energy gap and doping levels as
well. Unlike the diffusion dark current, an increase of impurity levels increases the
Auger recombination.
For devices with low energy gaps and low impurity levels (Fig. 9.2a), the diffusion
dark current will be the most dominant type of loss, although it will only be slightly
higher than the radiative recombination. As the energy gap increases, they both de-
crease at the same rate. At the same time, Auger recombination can be neglected,
especially in case when the energy gap is larger.
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(a) doping concentrations 10−15cm−3 (b) doping concentrations 10−17cm−3
(c) doping concentrations 10−19cm−3
Figure 9.2: Saturation current density as a function of energy gap in a pn junction in case of: (i) overall
losses accounted, (ii) only radiative recombination, (iii) only Auger recombination, and (iv)
only diffusion dark current.
At moderate impurity levels (Fig. 9.2b), the diffusion dark current is still very high,
although not as dominant any more. Now, for lower energy gaps the most dominant is
Auger recombination. As the energy gap is becoming higher, radiative recombination
takes over, which happens around Eg ≈ 1eV. At a structure like this, the diffusion
dark current is always an order of magnitude lower than the overall loss.
If the doping is high (Fig. 9.2c), the value of Auger recombination is few orders of
magnitude higher than the other two types of losses for lower energy gaps. If the
energy gap reaches around Eg ≈ 1.3eV, radiative recombinations becomes the most
dominant. This time, the diffusion dark current is few orders of magnitude lower
than the overall loss.
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Taking into account previous analysis, it is obvious that Auger recombination de-
pends on energy gap more than other types of losses, hence it could be reduced with
the higher energy gaps. This solution allows higher doping levels which keep dif-
fusion dark current low. As already mentioned, this strategy is reducing the short
circuit current as well, but this trade-off is necessary.
9.2 unconstrained multi-junction solar cells
In order to achieve the highest possible performance, parameters of solar cells have
to be optimally selected. Example of such optimization is presented in (Fig. 9.3).
Energy gaps of materials were taken from [49] where authors calculated the ideal
energy gaps and efficiencies in case of detailed balance limit for the series constrained
and unconstrained MJSC. Energy gaps were not optimized in this case in order to
test the model since fabrication of unconstrained MJSCs is not common and there
are not enough devices to compare results. It was assumed that detailed balance
approach is equivalent to an optimized device when only the radiative radiation is
taken into account. Next, in detailed balance approach infinite thickness was assumed,
whereas widths of each stack in our optimization were set to around 10µm. One more
difference is in fact that we are taking into account transport processes in the devices.
Diffusion lengths were assumed to be Ln = 3µm and Lp = 10µm since they are long
enough to provide good carrier collection, so the results can be compared to detailed
balance, whereas at the same time they are not too different from the realistic ones, so
we can get realistic results when the devices are optimized. Absorption was assumed
α = 104cm−1 for similar reasons as diffusion lengths. Other parameters, i.e. widths,
impurity concentrations and optimal current and voltage, were optimized using a
genetic algorithm. The spectrum used for optimization is ASTM G173− 03 Global
tilt [22]. The goal of this optimization was to test our model by comparing with
results presented in [49].
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We can assume our model is correct since there is very low discrepancy between
our results in the case of only radiative recombination being taken into account with
detailed balance results (Fig. 9.3).
Figure 9.3: Maximum efficiency of unconstrained MJSC as a function of the number of subcells (lines,
left axes) and the optimal arrangement of the Eg (signs, right axes): (i) for radiative re-
combination, (ii) for radiative recombination and diffusion dark current, (iii) for the radia-
tive recombination, diffusion dark current and Auger recombination (iv) detailed balance
limit [49].
Parameters were optimized in three different cases. Firstly, with only the radiative
recombination. In this case, the highest efficiencies were achieved. Next, diffusion
dark current was taken into account. As expected, efficiency reduced slightly. The
reduction was between 0.2% and 0.6%. The most significant effect on efficiency Auger
recombination has. In this case, efficiency drop was from around 3.2% for a small
number of cells in stack up to 4.8% as the number of cells increased. The optimized
structure was not series constrained, which means that optimal currents in each cell
in MJSC are independent. It allowed efficiencies higher than 50%. The downside of a
structure like this is the necessity for contacts for each junction in MJSC. This increases
the complexity of the device and, as expected, price.
The optimization was conducted using genetic algorithm [150, 94]. As an example,
4JSC is presented with the evolution of optimization for each individual solar cell
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Figure 9.4: Optimization progress for individual SCs in unconstrained 4JSC under ASTMG173 Global
tilt spectrum; signs represent fitnesses of each individual; lines represent fitness of the fittest
individual in each generation during the optimization process.
(subcell) on Fig. 9.4. Colors on graphs correspond to colors of circles around optimal
energy gaps for 4JSC in Fig. 9.3. Each point is the value of efficiency for a tested set of
parameters, i.e. individuals. Each individual consists of solar cell parameters which
are being optimized. In this case, parameters are dimensions, impurity concentrations
and optimal current.
The number of optimizing parameters is 6M, where M is the number of individ-
ual SCs in MJSC. For the first few generations we get low values of efficiencies. The
best values are saved and used for creating a new set of individuals. With the new
generations, values increase and converge to the best possible value of efficiency. Dur-
ing optimization progress there are still individuals that are far away from optimal
value. That is the consequence of diversity, which assures algorithm does not con-
verge to a local maximum. Overall optimization progress of the structure is presented
in (Fig. 9.5).
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Figure 9.5: Overall optimization progress for unconstrained
4JSC under ASTMG173 Global tilt spectrum
Each subcell is 2.5µm tick, giv-
ing the device thickness of 10µm.
This thickness was chosen be-
cause it is long enough to ab-
sorb the most of photons and at
the same time shorter than diffu-
sion lengths, which will not neg-
atively affect carrier collection.
Since it is very difficult to model
dependency of minority carrier
mobilities and diffusion lengths on energy gap, minority carrier diffusion lengths
were assumed constant, as already explained. These values are slightly lower than
the ones for GaAs and similar materials and slightly higher than the ones for AlGaAs
and similar materials. Surface recombination velocity is taken as S = 103cm/s, which
is, as well, a value a bit higher than the best values achievable in laboratories, but
at the same time low enough not to negatively affect results. Other parameters are
depended on the energy gap, as already shown.
Materials in 4JSC, which is taken as an example, should have energy gaps Eg,1 =
2.23eV, Eg,2 = 1.63eV, Eg,3 = 1.14eV and Eg,4 = 0.702eV, according to detailed balance
approach. The model shows how certain types of losses decrease efficiency and of-
fers the optimal parameters for which losses are minimized and efficiency, therefore,
maximized. Model takes into account absorption of Sun radiation in the atmosphere
and chooses the best parameters accordingly. Each solar cell absorbs in a different
part of the spectrum (Fig. 9.6) and cell parameters were specially optimized in that
manner. The top solar cell with energy gap of Eg,1 = 2.23eV absorbs radiation with
wavelengths shorter than λ1 = 556nm. It is represented by magenta and is absorbed
by a solar cell with energy gap marked with the same color on Fig. 9.3. Second solar
cell absorbs wavelengths longer than λ1 and shorter than λ2 = 760nm, third longer
than λ2 and shorter than λ3 = 1088nm and fourth longer than λ3 and shorter than
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λ4 = 1776nm. The color correspondence still holds. When combined in the multi-
junction solar cell, each cell absorbs light with wavelengths shorter than its boundary
wavelength and longer than boundary wavelengths from the upper cell. This way if
one subcell does not absorb a certain number of photons, they can not be accounted
in subsequent subcells.
Figure 9.6: ASTM G173-03 Global tilted solar spectra and attenuated portion of this spectra absorbed
by each of 4 subcells in unconstrained 4JSC
Since there are plenty of difficulties in the monolithic growth of solar cells, advances
were made recently in wafer-bonding and mechanical stacking of solar cells. In order
to grow crystals without any defects, which reduce efficiency, materials with an equal
lattice constant are required. This limitation reduces the number of possible materials
which could be used for multi-junction solar cells.
Wafer-bonding and mechanical stacking as methods for solar cell fabrication are led
by Dimroth et. al. [65, 64], and Essig et. al. [69, 68]. The advantage of this approach
is in fact that it allows manufacturing of solar cells with a wider range of materials
and, thus, more efficient use of solar spectrum. Another important advantage is
multi-terminal solar cell realization. This means that each individual solar cell in
the multi-junction solar cell will have its own two terminals, i.e. connections. They
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are optically coupled and electrically isolated with a material that has to be optically
transparent. It allows us to observe them as different devices which do not have to
be series connected and can have different optimal currents. Individual solar cells are
optimized separately which increases the probability of reaching the highest possible
efficiencies. Solar cells presented in Fig. 9.3 were optimized taking advantage of this
fact exceed 40% in efficiency for two-junction solar cell and 50% in efficiency for the
four-junction solar cell.
Figure 9.7: JV characteristics for individual subcells in unconstrained 4JSC
Current-voltage characteristics of unconstrained four-junction solar cell are pre-
sented in Fig. 9.7. It reaches 50.4% (Figs. 9.3 and 9.5). In this case, the solar cell





which can be seen in Fig. 9.7. When this solar cell
is used as a two-terminal device (Fig. 9.8), i.e. when individual solar cells are series
connected, the top cell, which has the lowest current, defines the overall output cur-
rent. Working points change (Eq. 6.7) in all subcells except for the top one since its
current is not changing. The voltage is equal to the sum of individual voltages. This
reduces efficiency to 38.83%. This is obviously a huge drop caused mainly because
only part of generated carriers are extracted. The rest recombine and further reduce
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Figure 9.8: JV characteristics for individual subcells in unconstrained 4JSC when subcells are connected
in series, i.e. when working as a two-terminal device
the efficiency. From this, it is obvious that we have to optimize parameters for series
constrained solar cells separately.
Figure 9.9: Solar cell output power as a function of difference
(∆J) between short-circuit (Jsc) and optimal cur-
rent (Jopt) in case of low, moderate and high losses
levels.
The current in the 3rd subcell
is larger than the one in 4th sub-
cell simply because more pho-
tons fall on that cell. Generally
speaking, there is no rule which
says which current should be
larger. It is just a balance be-
tween different conflicting re-
quirements. Using the black
body spectrum [49] the currents
in multi-junction solar cell are
in the descending order Jopt,4 >
Jopt,3 > Jopt,2 > Jopt,1. However
if one uses that realistic ASTM G173− 03 spectra which has a large attenuation in
the atmosphere around 1400nm, the arrangement of the optimal current could be dif-
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ferent. In our optimized multi-junction solar cell Jopt,4 < Jopt,3, as it can be seen
from (Fig. 9.7). Another interesting fact to notice is that the difference between
short-circuit and optimal current (∆J = Jsc − Jopt) is larger for lower energy gaps,
i.e. ∆J1 > ∆J2 > ∆J3 > ∆J4. Since optimal voltage (Eq. 5.36) is a function of ∆J, it is
more efficient to reduce optimal current slightly since it leads to a more significant in-
crease of optimal voltage, which is clear from Fig. 9.9. Obviously, the higher the losses,
the higher the difference between short-circuit and optimal current needed. Their de-
pendence is not abrupt, which allows more possibilities for optimization algorithms
to find the optimal combination of these parameters.
Table 9.1: Optimal parameters of an unconstrained MJSC in case when all types of losses are taken into
account
M m Eg[eV] w[µm] wp[µm] wn[µm] Na[cm−3] Nd[cm−3]
1 1 1.340 10.000 0.016 9.984 1.131×1018 2.076×1017
2 1 1.740 5.000 0.009 4.991 9.417×1018 8.646×1018
2 0.950 5.000 0.033 4.967 1.771×1017 2.280×1016
3 1 1.850 3.000 0.018 2.982 7.194×1018 9.722×1018
2 1.160 3.000 0.056 2.944 2.492×1017 1.111×1017
3 0.703 3.000 0.030 2.970 9.196×1016 9.890×1015
4 1 2.230 2.500 0.011 2.489 8.895×1018 9.771×1018
2 1.630 2.500 0.011 2.489 7.753×1018 3.802×1018
3 1.140 2.500 0.021 2.479 5.569×1017 1.013×1017
4 0.702 2.500 0.005 2.495 5.211×1017 9.416×1015
5 1 2.390 2.500 0.023 2.477 9.183×1018 8.932×1018
2 1.830 2.500 0.018 2.482 9.046×1018 9.078×1018
3 1.370 2.500 0.010 2.490 2.220×1018 4.433×1017
4 0.970 2.500 0.007 2.493 7.924×1017 2.977×1016
5 0.695 2.500 0.002 2.498 1.832×1018 9.063×1015
Detailed solar cell parameters are presented in Table 9.1. The table presents pa-
rameters of subcells in an unconstrained MJSC when dark current, radiative and
Auger recombination are taken into account. Energy gaps are taken from detailed
balance [49], while other parameters were optimized. As already explained, radiative
recombination will be reduced by the increase of energy gap (Eq. 7.22, Fig. 9.2). Diffu-
sion dark current can be minimized by maximization of impurity concentrations and
maximization of energy gaps (Eq. 7.22, Fig. 9.2). We will minimize Auger recombina-
tion if we maximize energy gap and, unlike diffusion dark current, minimize impurity
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concentrations (Eq. 7.85, Fig. 9.2). From (Table 9.1) and already mentioned equations
it can be seen that for higher energy gaps we have low Auger recombination since
it depends on energy gap more strongly than dark current. Therefore, in order to
minimize losses, the optimization algorithm found that best choice is to dope more
heavily subcells with higher energy gaps and reduce diffusion dark current as well.
Subcells with lower energy gaps should be doped lightly. The exception is when we
have dimensions different than usually. When width of the p−type semiconductor is
significantly thinner than others and we can even have heavy doping in combination
with lower energy gaps. Even though this combination leads to higher losses, it leads
to higher gains as well since it allows better carrier collection due to high ratio of
diffusion length to the thickness. When we have lower doping, depletion region will
be wider, which sets the lower limit for emitter thickness, wp in the table.
Table 9.2: Maximum efficiencies of an unconstrained MJSC in with different combinations of losses
M η[%] Rad. η[%] Rad.& Dark. η[%] Rad., Dark & Aug.
1 33.698 33.065 30.158
2 46.298 45.612 41.479
3 51.403 50.816 45.669
4 56.010 55.341 50.775
5 58.676 57.778 53.653
Efficiencies of MJSCs with different types of losses taken are presented in Table 9.2.
These results are plotted in Fig. 9.2 as well. Examining the numbers themselves, it is
obvious how difficult it is to suppress the Auger recombination, as oppose to diffusion
dark current, which is something that should not be neglected when designing real
devices.
9.3 series constrained multi-junction solar cells
From equations (Eq. 5.22– 5.28) and Fig. 5.3 it is obvious that solar cell efficiency can be
increased by increasing short circuit current, open circuit voltage and fill factor. Short
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circuit current depends on the number of absorbed photons which create electron-hole
pairs, i.e. carrier creation, and carrier collection at the contacts.
If Eg is lower, the number of absorbed photons is higher. At the same time, it is
increasing carrier recombination, which reduces lifetimes. If lifetimes are lower it
means carriers will not have enough time to reach contacts. Instead, they will recom-
bine. This is reducing short circuit current only slightly. It still benefits significantly
from lowering Eg (Fig. 9.10). On the other hand, Eg is the boundary for open circuit
voltage. In the ideal case, if the losses were suppressed completely, open circuit volt-
age would still not be able to reach the Eg due to thermodynamic reasons, e.g. Carnot
factor. Anyway, for high open circuit voltage high energy gap is crucial. This is only
one of the conflicting requirements which makes the optimization necessary.
Figure 9.10: Short circuit current as a func-
tion of energy gap under 6000K
blackbody radiation (red), 6000K
blackbody radiation scaled to be
comparable with AM1.5 air mass
(black), real global (green) and di-
rect (blue) irradiation.
There are different types of losses in so-
lar cells. The most dominant in solar cells
based on I I I − V semiconductors are radia-
tive recombination (Eq. 7.22), diffusion dark
current (Eq. 7.4) and Auger recombination
(Eq. 7.85). They all behave differently in dif-
ferent circumstances. Auger recombination
is the most dominant type of recombination
in semiconductors with lower energy gap
(Fig. 9.2). As the energy gap increases, the dif-
fusion dark current becomes the most domi-
nant, while impurity concentration is still low.
Therefore, the way to suppress this type of losses is by increasing impurity concentra-
tion. At the same time, higher impurity concentration elevates Auger recombination.
This is another huge conflicting requirement. This all proves the necessity of heuristic
optimization.
Maximum efficiency values achieved in optimization are presented in Fig. 9.11 to-
gether with the optimal arrangement of energy gaps. The device parameters were op-
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Figure 9.11: Maximum efficiency of series constrained MJSC as a function of the number of junctions
(lines, left axes) and the optimal arrangement of the Eg (signs, right axes): (i) for radiative
recombination, (ii) for radiative recombination and diffusion dark current, and (iii) for the
radiative recombination, diffusion dark current and Auger recombination [201].
timized for up to 7 junctions. Detailed results are presented in Table 9.3. Optimized
parameters are thickness of p-type semiconductor wp, thickness of n-type semiconduc-
tor wn, impurity concentration in p-type semiconductor Na, impurity concentration
in n-type semiconductor Nd, optimal current Jopt and energy gaps Eg, which was op-
timized as well, unlike in case of unconstrained MJSC. Similar discussion stands here
as the one related to data in Table 9.1. The device was optimized in three different
regimes:
1. only radiative recombination
2. radiative recombination and diffusion dark current
3. radiative recombination, diffusion dark current and Auger recombination
The idea behind this is to see how different types of losses affect the efficiency. It
is evident that the Auger recombination has the highest impact. It is reducing the
efficiency for ≈ 5% comparing to when this type of recombination is not taken into
account. This is something that should not be neglected in the actual device design.
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Table 9.3: Optimal parameters of a series constrained MJSC in case when all types of losses are taken
into account [201]
M m Eg[eV] w(m)[µm] wp[µm] wn[µm] Na[cm−3] Nd[cm−3]
1 1 1.389 5.000 0.004 4.996 6.192×1018 4.232×1017
2 1 1.746 3.578 0.019 3.559 7.784×1018 7.967×1018
2 1.128 1.422 0.026 1.396 4.546×1017 9.645×1016
3 1 1.922 1.727 0.023 1.703 6.138×1018 7.884×1018
2 1.387 1.993 0.032 1.961 7.667×1017 6.540×1017
3 0.949 1.280 0.044 1.236 1.679×1017 6.340×1016
4 1 2.010 1.427 0.016 1.411 9.356×1018 5.951×1018
2 1.502 1.119 0.097 1.022 6.884×1017 5.094×1017
3 1.120 1.524 0.056 1.468 1.987×1017 6.718×1016
4 0.713 0.930 0.044 0.887 8.544×1016 8.544×1016
5 1 2.217 1.414 0.148 1.266 9.056×1018 8.985×1018
2 1.767 1.120 0.025 1.095 8.342×1018 9.346×1018
3 1.441 0.785 0.016 0.769 2.736×1018 1.194×1018
4 1.167 0.832 0.020 0.812 7.102×1017 1.342×1017
5 0.928 0.849 0.019 0.830 3.368×1017 3.294×1016
6 1 2.246 0.892 0.063 0.829 9.994×1018 9.774×1018
2 1.789 0.735 0.015 0.720 9.539×1018 9.206×1018
3 1.472 0.725 0.186 0.539 5.252×1017 9.213×1017
4 1.201 0.866 0.120 0.746 7.179×1017 2.594×1016
5 0.959 0.823 0.070 0.753 1.094×1017 3.503×1016
6 0.698 0.958 0.035 0.924 9.172×1016 1.137×1015
7 1 2.352 1.002 0.399 0.603 7.024×1018 5.851×1018
2 1.915 0.817 0.226 0.591 5.192×1018 6.776×1018
3 1.612 0.588 0.169 0.419 2.193×1018 2.140×1018
4 1.390 0.688 0.167 0.521 5.429×1017 7.477×1017
5 1.159 0.670 0.066 0.604 2.296×1017 3.802×1017
6 0.949 0.459 0.094 0.365 2.176×1017 9.160×1015
7 0.727 0.776 0.082 0.693 5.609×1016 1.533×1016
As already explained, Auger recombination depends on energy gap more than other
types of losses, hence it could be reduced with the higher energy gaps. As already
mentioned, this solution is reducing the short circuit current as well, but this trade-off
is necessary. In fact, this is exactly the way to go (Fig. 9.11,Table 9.3), according to
the genetic algorithm used in the optimization. In almost all devices, when Auger
recombination is taken into account the values of Eg are higher. The reason for this
is J(m)AUG,0 ∝ e
−E2g/kBT. Large Eg is reducing the contribution of the Auger losses to
the overall losses faster than it does with the other types of losses in the device. By
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Table 9.4: Maximum efficiencies of a series constrained MJSC in with different combinations of
losses [201]
M η[%] Rad. η[%] Rad.& Dark η[%] Rad., Dark & Aug.
1 33.852 33.382 31.080
2 46.025 45.424 42.467
3 51.624 50.797 48.276
4 55.221 54.006 50.777
5 57.205 56.232 53.653
6 58.150 57.634 54.917
7 59.637 58.204 55.317
detailed inspection of Table 9.3, we can see that higher Egs are followed by higher
doping levels, which reduces diffusion dark current even further. The reason for the
dominance of the Auger recombination on the Fig. 9.11 is only a trade-off by the
algorithm in order to maximize the efficiency.
Table 9.4 shows maximum efficiencies of a series constrained MJSC in three cases.
First, when only radiative recombination is taken into account (η[%] Rad.). Second,
when both radiative recombination and diffusion dark current are taken into account
(η[%] Rad.& Dark.). Third, when all three types of losses are accounted (η[%] Rad.,
Dark & Aug.). The same results were presented graphically on Fig. 9.11.
Series constrained MJSCs have a constrain in optimization procedure as a conse-
quence of current matching, hence it is expected to have lower efficiencies in com-
parison to unconstrained MJSCs. If we compare Tables 9.4 and 9.2, we will see that
is correct for higher number of subcells, when only radiative recombination is ac-
counted for, which is expected. On the other hand, results in case of all losses are
completely different. These results are very similar, or series constrained device has
higher efficiencies. Unconstrained MJSC is, as already explained, optimized in case
of detailed balance, whereas series constrained MJSC is optimized for each case sepa-
rately. Therefore results from the fourth column in Table 9.2 have slightly lower values
than it would be the case if the device was optimized for all types of losses. This can
be confirmed by comparing the values of energy gaps, especially in lower subcells. In
case of unconstrained MJSCs they are very low, which are vulnerable recombinations,
particularly to Auger recombination.
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9.4 comparison between theoretical model and experimental results
In order to test the results, we have compared our predicted efficiencies for series con-
strained MJSCs [201] with experimental results of the record setting MJSCs [96, 116,
181]. The results are summarized in Table 9.5, with equal number of junctions and
without light concentration. There is a significant difference between the maximally
predicted and the efficiency of actual solar cells devices, which points out the impor-
tance of the spectrum matching. Our optimization procedure can predict exactly the
optimal energy gaps and also the optimal thickness of each subcell in order to achieve
almost identical short-circuit currents through the device (Fig. 9.12a,b,Fig. 9.13).
Table 9.5: Comparison of 2-junction, 3-junction and 4-junction SCs with experimental results [96, 201]
η [%] Rad. only Rad. & Dark Rad., Dark & Aug. Exp. III-V
2JSC 46.0 45.4 42.5 31.6 ± 1.5 [116]
3JSC 51.6 50.8 48.3 37.9 ± 1.2 [181]
4JSC 55.2 54.0 50.8 /
(a) (b)
Figure 9.12: Optimal JV curve for: (a) 2-junction solar cell, (b) 3-junction solar cell [201].
We have achieved very small differences in our short circuit currents between sub-
cells; in 2- junctions SC Jsc1 = 21.253 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc2 = 21.484 mA/cm2 (Fig. 9.12a [201]);
in 3- junctions SC Jsc1 = 16.407 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc2 = 16.761 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc3 =
17.625 mA/cm2 (Fig. 9.12b [201]); in 4- junctions SC Jsc1 = 14.362 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc2 =
14.357 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc3 = 14.883 mA/cm2 vs. Jsc4 = 16.046 mA/cm2 (Fig. 9.13 [201]).
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Such small deviations between Jsc’s and between Jsc’s and Jopt suggest efficient use of
photo created carriers and its maximized collection. That proves the efficiency of the
optimization algorithm as well.
It is interesting to notice how short-circuit currents in different subcells are in the
descending order Jopt,4 > Jopt,3 > Jopt,2 > Jopt,1, unlike the unconstrained device. The
reason for this is that the constraint demands optimal currents to be equal, which
further demands short-circuit currents to be similar. Since algorithm intelligently
found a way to keep losses low, there was no need for a large difference between
short-circuit and optimal currents.
Figure 9.13: Optimal JV curve for 4-junction solar
cell [201].
On the other hand, in the actually fab-
ricated devices subcells short circuit cur-
rents differ significantly (Fig. 9.14). The
reason for that could be either material
availability which defines Egs and, thus,
absorbed portions of the spectrum, or
it could be due to approximated thick-
nesses of subcells. For the record ef-
ficiency devices [96, 116, 181] the mea-
sured short-circuit currents are: Jsc =
14.30 mA cm−2 for 2- junctions MJSC re-
ported in [116] and Jsc = 15.25 mA cm−2 in 3- junctions MJSC reported in [181]. The
overall short circuit current in series constrained MJSC is limited by the lowest Jsci of
individual subcells. The reason for the low overall short circuit current could be in
one under-performing subcell and below optimal spectral matching.
In Alta Devices’ 2- junction MJSC the Voc = 2.547 V [116] is higher in comparisons
to our predicted, Voc = 2.229 V. This is due to photon recycling [215, 149], which
increases short-circuit currents and allows higher voltages. At the moment it is not
taken into account in our model. However, in their device based on InGaP/GaAs
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.14: Predicted JV curve of our optimization based on extracted experimental parameters of
record setting devices [201]: (a) Alta Devices R© 2-junction solar cell [116], (b) Sharp R© 3-
junction solar cell [181].
tandem, the short circuit is low due to relatively high Eg in subcells. Relatively high
Eg is another reason for the above mentioned high Voc in the actual device.
In Sharp’s 3- junction MJSC the Voc = 3.014 V [181] is lower in comparison to our
predicted Voc = 3.245 V. With the increase of the number of subcells, the availability
of materials and tuning between relevant parameters in actual devices becomes more
demanding. That suggests that our algorithm successfully suppressed major losses
during the optimization procedure and opened room for further improvements in
MJSC design.
The validity of our method was tested by performing the optimization with param-
eters of the actual devices [116, 181]. In Alta Device R© 2-junction SC [116] the upper
subcell is made of In0.49Ga0.51P, lattice matched to GaAs, with Eg = 1.9 eV [205] and
the lower subcell is GaAs, with Eg = 1.42 eV. The values of energy gaps were the
only data available, so we had to fixate them in our model and let the rest of the
MJSC parameters to be optimized by genetic algorithm. The predicted efficiency was
32.34% [201], which almost coincide with the measured, 31.6± 1.5% [116]. If we com-
pare values of Voc between the real device and the one from our model (Voc = 2.547
V [116] versus Voc = 2.355 V), we can see that there is only a small difference. Such
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a small difference can be attributed to the photon recycling effect existing in the real
device.
The Sharp R© 3-junction SC [181], has the configuration of two upper subcells the
same as in Alta Device R© followed with In0.53Ga0.47As as the lowest subcell with
Eg = 0.74 eV [205]. The efficiency predicted by our optimization is 38.1% [201], which
is again very close to measured, 37.9 ± 1.2% [181]. The JV characteristics are pre-
sented in Fig. 9.14. Comparing results on MJSCs optimized with fixed Eg’s, dictated
by actual material combinations in existing devices with those fully unconstrained,
(Fig. 9.12a,b), the advantage of heuristic optimization is obvious.
Figure 9.15: ASTM G173− 03 Global tilted solar spectra and
attenuated portion of this spectra absorbed by
each of 3 subcells in 3-junction SC: (a) optimiza-
tion based on our model [201] and (b) optimiza-
tion based on extracted experimental parameters
of record setting device [181].
When all parameters are freely
optimized the optimal efficiency
is dramatically increased, for ∼
10%, due to much better ad-
justment of subcells absorption
to the solar spectrum. If all
subcells in the MJSC are prop-
erly optimized, the differences
between their short-circuit cur-
rents should be very small.
In series constrained solar
cells the lowest subcell’s cur-
rent defines the output current.
A significant difference in short
circuit currents leads to non-
optimal carrier extraction from
individual subcells in the MJSC.
Those carriers that are not extracted recombine and increase losses, which decreases
the voltage across the device.
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Absorbing more photons does not necessarily lead to the higher efficiency (Fig. 9.15).
For example, the 2nd subcell in Sharp R© device happens to absorb the smallest portion
of the solar spectra (Fig. 9.15b), hence has the lowest short- circuit current (Fig. 9.14b).
That subcell defines the overall current of the device.
On the other hand the 3rd subcell absorbs the unnecessarily large portion of sun
spectra (Fig. 9.15b) and produces too large short circuit current (Fig. 9.14b) in compar-
ison with the one that defines the overall output current. The excess number of pho-
tons only contributes to losses and reduces voltage. To correct this, our model reveals
that the 3rd subcell should be made of a material with a larger energy gap (Fig. 9.15a).
Such larger gap material will prevent unnecessary absorption of the excess number
of photons. This will lead to lower short-circuit current in the 3rd subcell and, in turn,
will lower losses. This discussion is supported by results listed in Table 9.5.
Despite these results, there are certain drawbacks in the model. First and foremost,
not all the losses were taken into account. Only radiative recombination, diffusion
dark current and band to band Auger recombination were. The model would be more
complete if other types of recombinations could be accounted. There are not enough
reliable models for those losses which could be incorporated. At the same time, it is
not easy to measure all the losses individualy, which leads to uncertanty in modeling
such as this. Nevertheless, all material and device parameters were compared to
experimental results where possible.
Furthermore, in this model, reflections were not taken into account, which could
cause higher eficiencies estimated comparing to reality. With good antireflective coat-
ing, it can be kept very low. The same applies to tunnel junctions. It was assumed
the record setting devices would have minimal reflection losses and minimal losses
across the tunnel junctions, especially taking into account the low curents.
As already pointed out, certain parameters were fixed, which can cause inaccurate
optimization. Deffinitely the most significant assumption are the diffusion lengths.
They were taken as could be expected for GaAs, which means the assumption is pretty
good for subcells with energy gap around 1.4eV. From the Table 9.3 it can be seen that
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those subcells are doped moderately, which means the impurity levels should not
increase the inaccuracy. The problem can be in different subcells. Subcells with lower
energy gaps tend to have longer diffusion lengths, which leads to underestimated
carrier collection and lower currents then it would be in real devices. On the other
hand, subcells with higher energy gaps usually have shorter diffusion lengths, so we
can assume the obtained currents are slightly higher than they would be in reality. The
value was fixed for surface recombination velocity as well. The taken value is higher
than it would be expected in a record setting device, which leads to underestimated
carrier collection. Since the short-circuit currents predicted by the model are similar
to the measured ones in case of record setting devices, it can be assumed that there is
certain inaccuracy, although not too large.
Another important parameter is solar spectrum. It has already been described how
important is it to match the subcells’ energy gaps to the incoming photons. Different
solar spectra have different spectral composition, which affects the efficiency signifi-
cantly. The spectra choosen in this optimisation is ASTM G173− 03 Global tilted solar
spectra, which takes into account the absorption in the atmosphere. Different weather
conditions and time of the day change the spectra significantly, so these results can
not be compared to each measurement conducted outdoors. It would depend on
test conditions. When it comes to laboratory measurements, the test conditions are
standardized, so the comparison can be direct.
Another difference in comparison to optimization of unconstrained MJSCs can be
observed here. In this case, it is possible for the subcells to absorb photons with higher
energy which were not absorbed in the preceding subcell. This is a consequence of ab-
sorptions which are now calculated using the parallel kppw code [198]. The top subcell
can potentially absorb photons from the whole solar spectrum. The only constraint
is the absorption coefficient for photons with different energies. The subsequent sub-
cell can absorb all photons transmitted by the upper subcell, again with absorption
coefficient as the only constraint.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.16: Illustration of the optimization procedure for series constrained 2JSC under ASTMG173
Global tilt spectrum: (a) signs represent fitnesses of each individual while line represent
fitness of the fittest individual in each generation during the optimization process, (b)
individuals distribution during the optimization procedure
As already explained, the optimization was conducted using a genetic algorithm.
As an illustration of this procedure, optimization progress of 2JSC was presented in
Fig. 9.16. Each point on Fig. 9.16a is the value of efficiency for a tested set of param-
eters, i.e. individuals. Each individual consists of solar cell parameters which are
being optimized. In this case, parameters are energy gaps, dimensions, impurity con-
centrations and optimal current. The line connects the highest efficiency reached in
each generation. The number of individuals with each efficiency value was presented
in Fig. 9.16b. It is easy to see how most of the parameter sets provide the efficiency
between 30% and 40%. This is the consequence of crossingover. Fitter individuals get
to reproduce more, so they pull the whole generation towards the maximum. The
downside of this is that they can be stuck in a local maximum. The highest number
of parameter sets is around 39%, while the highest efficiency found is 41.6%. This
is where another of the advantages, mutation, steps in. Mutated individuals can
sometimes reach higher values than the others and share their genetic material with
other individuals in subsequent generations. This operator makes sure the highest
efficiency is always reached.
The full set of the results of our optimization procedure, i.e., the optimal Eg, the
optimal thicknesses of subcells, the optimal thicknesses of p- and n- regions, wp(n),
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as well as the optimal acceptor and donor concentrations Na(d) in each subcell, are
summarized in Table 9.3. Those data can guide the future experiment and indicate
how much more efficiency can be achieved with MJSC, which materials to target and
how to correctly the balance between various contradicting requirements imposed by
our model for losses. The validity of the data is confirmed by supporting graphs and
comparison with real, fabricated, devices.
9.5 photon energy converters
Solar cells have maximum conversion efficiency for monochromatic light or narrow
spectrum with photon energies close to material energy gap [44]. Proof for that is
in the fact that multi-junction solar cells (MJSC) have efficiencies significantly higher
in comparison with single junction solar cells. Plus, single junction silicon SC has
achieved efficiency of around 45% under 1W illumination and 1020nm wavelength.
Therefore, the effort has been made in recent years in developing laser power convert-
ers (LPC) [108, 44, 114, 105, 34]. This way optical power can be transmitted through
optical fibers or directly through free space and can be converted into electricity.
Vertical epitaxial heterostructure architecture (VEHSA) [73, 62, 51, 72, 74] (Fig. 9.17)
has had a crucial influence on the development of LPCs. Since the monochromatic
light source is not in thermal equilibrium, neither the Carnot limit nor Shockley-
Queisser [189] limit applies to LPCs and therefore it is (theoretically) possible to
asymptotically approach 100% efficiency [218].
There is another advantage, comparing to MJSC. Since there is a monochromatic
light source, all subcells in LPC have the same bandgap Eg and they are made of the
same material. Therefore, there are no problems with lattice mismatch. An impor-
tant property of VEHSA LPCs is strong photon coupling [171]. Since the fabrication
process is not ideal, there will always be a small discrepancy between subcells. With
strong photon coupling, it is possible to slightly detune light source and still have
high conversion efficiency. Like any other type of SCs, LPCs are very complex struc-
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tures with a large number of parameters which have to be optimally selected in order
to achieve these high efficiencies. Therefore, optimization is crucial.
Figure 9.17: Schematic representation
of LPC VEHSA device
In our analysis, we have optimized the pn junc-
tions only. We assume the sufficiently good an-
tireflective coating with neglected reflection. In or-
der to find the optimal efficiency in such a multi-
dimensional phase space, the global optimization
was conducted using genetic algorithm [150, 94].
As already mentioned, subcells have the same Eg,
so parameters which were optimized are thick-
nesses and impurity concentrations in both junc-
tions in each subcell and the optimal current un-
der current matching conditions. These parameters
were chosen for optimization because those are the
parameters needed in order to fabricate the device.
If M is the number of subcells, the number of opti-
mization parameters is 4M+ 1.
Since LPC VEHSA devices are slightly different
than standard MJSCs (Fig. 9.17), there are small
changes in the model. First, expression for generation (Eq. 6.1) can be simplified:
g(m)(λ, z) = Φ(λ)α(λ) exp[−α(λ)(z− z1)] (9.1)
where ze[zm, zm+1] and absorptions are calculated using the parallel kppw code [198].
Next, photon recycling and SRH recombination were introduced. Thanks to more














where τ is a minority carrier lifetime. Particular lifetimes are radiative lifetime τr
(Eqs. 7.17 and 7.18), Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime τsrh (Eqs. 7.37–7.39) and Auger
lifetime τa (Eqs. 7.50 and 7.51). It allows calculation of diffusion constant as D =




Losses taken into account are diffusion dark current J0,D (Eq. 7.4), radiative recom-
bination J0,R (Eq. 7.22), Shockley-Read-Hall J0,S (Eq. 7.43) recombination and Auger










Since in direct III-V semiconductors absorption is high and, therefore, self-absorption,
photon recycling is taken into account through φ [171, 138, 149, 192, 215]. Photon
recycling is essentially reabsorption of photons after spontaneous emission. We cal-
culate the spontaneous emission rate S(h¯ω) and photon current Iem(h¯ω) leaving the
absorber. Now, recycled photons are all the photons reabsorbed before they had the
opportunity to escape. Therefore:
φ = 1− S(h¯ω)
Iem(h¯ω)
(9.5)
Parameters affect the device performance in a similar way like in the discussion
about MJSC. Except, there is no Eg to be optimized. Both short-circuit current and
losses in an LPC device depend on laser wavelength, material type, doping levels and
dimensions. Short-circuit currents can be enlarged by absorbing more photons, which
can be achieved by increasing the thicknesses in different regions of the device. On
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the other hand, however, larger thicknesses, especially comparable to or larger than
diffusion lengths, lead to higher recombinations rate, hence losses. At the same time,
higher doping levels allow higher open-circuit voltages while elevating recombination
rates. Each of these parameters affects current, voltages and losses in a different way,
it is very difficult to find the optimal combination of the device parameters. The LPC
device was optimized using parallel genetic algorithm.
Figure 9.18: Maximum efficiency of LPC VEHSA device as a function of number of subcells, with 10µm
thickness, 5W/cm2 laser irradiation and recombinations taken into account in different
combinations
Results of optimization were presented in Fig. 9.18 (10µm thick LPC device). Op-
timization was carried out with different combinations of losses, i.e. in different
regimes:
1. only radiative recombination
2. radiative recombination and diffusion dark current
3. radiative recombination, diffusion dark current and Shockley-Read-Hall recom-
bination
4. radiative recombination, diffusion dark current and Auger recombination
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5. radiative recombination, diffusion dark current, Shockley-Read-Hall recombina-
tion and Auger recombination
First, only radiative recombination was taken into account, which is comparable
with the detailed balance limit. In this case, very high efficiencies have been achieved,
especially for smaller number of subcells. Since the most dominant types of losses are
Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recombinations, it was useful to compare them. The
third optimization was conducted with diffusion dark current, radiative and Shockley-
Read-Hall recombination. In the fourth, the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination was
replaced with the Auger recombination. For a lower number of subcells, Auger re-
combination is more dominant. As the number of subcells is rising, the dominance
of Auger recombination reduces. Finally, all types of losses were taken into account.
In this case, the efficiencies are not significantly lower in comparison to the previous
regime. It is telling us how significant Auger recombination is. This is especially
important at high laser intensities, beacuse Auger recombination becomes very de-
pendent on the carrier the concentration.
Figure 9.19: Maximum efficiency of LPC VEHSA device as
a function of number of subcells (10µm thick-
ness; 10W/cm2 laser irradiation) and experimen-
tal data obtained in [71]
In order to test the model, the
results were compared with ex-
perimental data [71] and pre-
sented in Fig. 9.19. The trends in
slow decrease and sudden drops
in efficiency are similar. The dif-
ference between theoretical and
experimental results is between
3% and 5%, which is expected
since we have neglected reflec-
tions and losses across the tun-
nel junctions. Next, we have op-
timized only pn-junctions and not the complete device.
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Figure 9.20: Optimal currents, optimal and open-circuit voltages in
LPC VEHSA devices as a function of number of sub-
cells, with 10µm thickness, 5W/cm2 laser irradiation
and all types of losses taken into account
Figure 9.21: Current-voltage characteristics of LPC VEHSA device
as a function of number of subcells, with 10µm thick-
ness, 5W/cm2 laser irradiation and all types of losses
taken into account
As the number of subcells
in the device is increasing,
the efficiency is slowly de-
creasing. And an interest-
ing thing can be seen here.
Between the cases when the
device consists of 5 and 8
subcells there is a sudden
drop in efficiency when ex-
perimental data is observed.
This coincides with the opti-
mized results. This drop ex-
ists when the device is op-
timized in any regime. Al-
though, it is the most sig-
nificant when only radiative
recombination is accounted
and appears between 8 and
10 subcells. The reason for
this could be in the ratio be-
tween dimensions and dif-
fusion lengths. It would ex-
plain why it happens later
in case of only radiative re-
combination. When other
types of losses are accounted for, it reduces the diffusion lengths.
Efficiencies (Fig. 9.18) reduce with an increase in the number of subcells. Devices
with higher a number of subcells have significantly lower output current and higher
output voltages (Figs. 9.20 and 9.21) which leads to lower I2R losses. The efficiency
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drops only slightly with the increase in the number of subcells, which, consequently,
makes them much more convenient for use in real-world applications than devices
with smaller number of subcells. For instance, devices with 5 subcells have optimal
voltage around 5V, which makes them perfect for use in electronics, whereas in auto-
motive industry devices with 12 subcells and optimal voltage around 12V would be
more applicable.
The advantage of heuristic modeling is that it can give us important insight into
the device which would not be possible to see just observing the equations. This
way we see that the algorithm found that the best way to fabricate the device is by
higher doping concentration in thinner subcells. Since the thickness of each subcell is
constrained by the overall thickness, laser wavelength and absorption, doping is the
only unconstrained parameter. Higher doping levels lead to higher recombination
rates, therefore is better to have it lower. On the other hand, higher doping allows
higher voltages. Since in thin devices losses are lower, the algorithm found that the
middle ground is higher impurity concentrations in upper subcells, which have to be
thiner.
Table 9.6: Parameters of 15-subcell LPC 10 µm tick with 5 W/cm2 laser power with Shockley-Read-Hall,
radiative and Auger recombination taken into account
m w[µm] wp[µm] wn[µm] Na[cm−3] Nd[cm−3]
1 0.199 0.074 0.124 1.787×1018 3.971×1018
2 0.212 0.073 0.139 4.978×1017 3.727×1018
3 0.227 0.127 0.100 8.861×1017 2.898×1018
4 0.246 0.139 0.107 8.238×1017 2.629×1018
5 0.278 0.115 0.163 1.527×1018 5.104×1018
6 0.297 0.117 0.180 9.189×1017 3.288×1018
7 0.330 0.206 0.123 7.081×1017 2.091×1018
8 0.371 0.168 0.203 4.855×1017 1.375×1018
9 0.424 0.249 0.175 5.309×1017 1.540×1018
10 0.494 0.319 0.175 3.908×1017 1.125×1018
11 0.592 0.430 0.162 1.842×1017 1.851×1017
12 0.741 0.534 0.207 2.663×1017 4.770×1017
13 0.992 0.496 0.496 5.898×1016 1.402×1016
14 1.491 0.986 0.505 2.048×1015 2.596×1017
15 3.106 1.545 1.562 1.023×1015 1.000×1015
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Figure 9.22: Optimal and open-circuit voltages compared with en-
ergy gap (with 10µm thickness, 5W/cm2 laser irradia-
tion and all losses taken into account) for each subcell
in 15-subcell PEC VEHSA device
Figure 9.23: Estimated topmost subcell thickness compared with
results from the optimization (with 10µm thickness,
5W/cm2 laser irradiation and all losses taken into ac-
count)
The results for 15 sub-
cells PEC VEHSA device are
presented in the Table 9.6
and Figures 9.20 and 9.21.
This way voltages are main-
tained pretty much constant
(Fig. 9.22). For thicker sub-
cells we have to reduce the
impurity levels, which leads
to lower open-circuit and
optimal voltages (Fig. 9.22).
Another trade-off is visi-
ble here. In order to pre-
vent lower subcells to limit
the overall device optimal
current, lower subcells have
higher currents on expense
of their voltages (Fig. 9.22).
In order to quickly deter-
mine the thicknesses of dif-
ferent subcells for given de-
vice thickness and absorp-













and denotes the thickness of a material where, according to Beer-Lambert law, only
63% of the radiation is going to be absorbed Eq. 9.6. That leads to inaccurately es-
timated thicknesses, lower radiation absorption and, consequently, lower efficiencies.
The above claim is confirmed in Fig. 9.23. With thickness less than 3µm, the device can
absorb only around 60% laser radiation. In our optimization the algorithm suggested
larger thicknesses which lead to absorption above 95%. In case when the device con-
sists of only one pn junction, the thickness of the optimized device is 10µm, whereas




C O N C L U S I O N S
The goal of any theoretical study is to propose new or improve existing design of a
device. When it comes to solar cells, many milestones in design have already been
passed, although there are many more to reach. With efficiency as the main property,
it is easy to measure the value of different design ideas for solar cells. At the moment,
the most promising seem to be multi-junction solar cells. This type of solar cells is
setting records in efficiency. Since they are very complex devices, improvement in one
aspect of the design can increase the efficiency. At the same time, if one aspect is not
properly taken care of, it can lead to an underperforming device. Therefore, optimal
matching of parameters is crucial in designing the device with the highest possible
efficiency.
When designing a MJSC, it is of utmost importance to chose properly the materials
for each subcell, to determine how thick each p- and n- type material is going to be,
and, finally, to work out the optimal impurity concentration. Accordingly, effort has
been made to calculate all material parameters, and consequently device parameters,
using only these parameters. Optimization was conducted using heuristic modeling,
namely genetic algorithm, since it is very reliable in locating global maximum. One
sun and realistic ASTM G173− 03 Global tilted solar spectra were assumed, while
absorptions were calculated using the parallel kppw code.
Maximal efficiency can be reached only by maximizing gains and minimizing losses.
Gains can be maximized by maximizing the number of absorbed photons and, in case
of MJSC, properly distributing them in different subcells according to the material
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they were made of and solar spectrum. Special attention was dedicated to losses.
Their understanding is very important to draw proper conclusions from the data pro-
vided by the algorithm. It was found that the highest influence on solar cell efficiency
is radiative recombination. At the same time, since it depends mostly on the mate-
rial’s energy gap, it is very difficult to minimize it without reducing gains. Diffusion
dark current depends highly on impurity concentration, so it has high influence only
at low energy gaps and low impurity levels. Auger recombination, on the other hand,
rises with high doping, therefore, it has high influence only at high doping levels.
Since Auger recombination reduces with increase in energy gaps more swiftly than
diffusion dark current, the best solution is to dope subcells with higher energy gaps
more heavily than subcells with lower energy gaps. This way both types of losses can
be suppressed as much as possible.
The first device which was analyzed was unconstrained multi-junction solar cell.
Since there are not many devices against which the results could be compared, op-
timal energy gaps were taken from detailed balance limit results. In this case only
thicknesses and impurity levels were optimized. Efficiencies for MJSC with up to five
subcells were presented on a graph with three different levels of sophistication to-
gether with detailed balance efficiencies and optimal energy gaps in this case. Three
levels of sophistication mean in the first case only radiative recombination was ac-
counted for; in the second radiative recombination and diffusion dark current; in
the third Auger recombination together with the first two types of losses. The case
when only radiative recombination was taken into account was used to test the model
by comparing it against the detailed balance limit. When all losses are taken into
account, a significant drop in efficiency was observed, unlike the case when Auger
recombination was neglected. This means the device is not designed properly for real
life conditions, meaning it does not suppress all losses completely. Detailed results
were presented in a table.
Another important conclusion can be made by observing JV curve of these devices.
In case of subcells with high energy gaps, the difference between short-circuit and
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optimal currents is very small, unlike the subcells with low energy gaps. This is the
consequence of higher losses in lower subcells. Voltages across the device are different
between p- and n- type parts of the junction. By extracting smaller number of created
carriers, the output current is lower, while the voltage across the device increases,
which leads to higher output power. Luckily, high output power can be achieved for
broad range of differences between short-circuit and optimal currents.
Next device is series constrained MJSC. In this case all parameters were optimized.
Efficiencies and optimal energy gaps for up to seven subcells, again in three levels
of sophistication, were presented on a graph while detailed results were presented
in a table. The first conclusion that we can make is that energy gaps, when Auger
recombination is taken into account, are slightly higher than in the other two cases.
That is obvious considering the discussion related to losses.
This time, the results were compared with record setting devices. Optimizations
were repeated with parameters of those devices and obtained efficiencies match per-
fectly, which is confirmation of the model reliability. Record setting devices have
significantly lower efficiencies compared with the devices proposed by the algorithm.
The reason for that can be seen by observing JV curves. In the case of the real de-
vices short-currents in different subcells differ notably, while in case of the optimized
devices they are almost equal. One underperforming subcell limits the output cur-
rent, hence limits the device efficiency. Therefore, each aspect of the device has to be
optimized carefully.
Another important conclusion can be made by observing absorbed portions of spec-
tra in each subcell in both real and optimized devices. A real device absorbs signifi-
cantly more photons, while at the same time has lower efficiency. The reason is that
while the underperforming subcell limits the output current, all the excess carriers
recombine and increase losses. Therefore, more absorbed photons does not automati-
cally mean higher efficiency.
The third optimized device is photon energy converter. Since semiconductors opti-
mally absorb photons with energies equal to their energy gap, the logical conclusion
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is that the conversion efficiency will be the highest in case of illumination with laser
light. PEC are actually MJSCs with subcells made of the same material. Therefore
they have equal energy gaps. Ordinary MJSCs have subcells which are supposed to
absorb photons with different energies. Subcells in PEC, on the other hand, absorb
laser light where photons have very narrow energy spectrum, which makes the design
of this type of devices extremely challenging. Each subcell has to absorb exactly the
number of photons to generate current equal to all the other subcells. Small deviation
affects all the other subcells more severely than in case of MJSC. In case of optimizing
this type of devices, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, as well as photon recycling,
were taken into account.
Results for up to fifteen subcells were presented on a graph with different combi-
nations of losses. Detailed results were presented in a table only for PEC with fifteen
subcells. The reliability of the model was confirmed by comparing with fabricated
devices with different number of subcells.
Devices with higher number of subcells have higher output voltage, so PEC can be
used for, e.g. power-over-fiber systems optimized to deliver power at voltage optimal
for different uses. This requires optimal design and it is very important to determine
the thickness of each subcell properly in order to achieve the highest conversion ef-
ficiency. If the thicknesses are not calculated properly, the percentage of absorbed
photons can drop significantly, which was especially pointed out.
Due to the complexity of solar cells and their uses in different configurations and
different conditions, it is very difficult to fabricate them properly. It takes detailed
analysis and careful tuning of each parameter in order to reach the highest possible
efficiency. This careful tuning seems to be impossible without heuristic optimization.
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F U T U R E W O R K
Regardless of the attempt to make this model as detailed as possible, there are still
phenomena in MJSC and parts of MJSC which were not taken into account. As al-
ready mentioned, only pn-junctions were optimized. Next step would be to model
window and BSF layers. These areas have a major influence on diffusion lengths and,
consequently, on carrier collection. This would affect both short-circuit currents and
open-circuit voltages. They can be modeled in similar fashion as p- and n- part on pn
junction, although mere heavily doped. They have certain, although small, contribu-
tion in carrier generation.
Next, as already explained, individual subcells in MJSC are separated devices. They
are connected via tunnel junctions and optically and electrically constrained. There-
fore, tunnel junctions have to be good conductors and transparent for photons which
a subcell below is supposed to absorb. Tunnel junctions are actually tunnel diodes
which consist of haevily doped pn junctions. The main conduction mechanism is
quantum tunneling. One of the main parameters of tunnel junctions is their peak
current (Jp). For currents lower than, say, 90% of Jp there is pretty high linearity in JV
characteristics of the tunnel diode. Therefore, in case of Jsc < 0.9 · Jp tunnel junction
can be modeled as a simple voltage drop:
V = rTJ J (11.1)
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where V is voltage drop across the tunnel junction, J solar cell current and rTJ equiv-
alent resistance of the tunnel junction.
Reflectivity and antireflective coating could be introduced into the model using only
dependence of the reflectance of ARC as a function of wavelength. Grid is opaque,
so in terms of light absorption its influence can be accounted by reducing the top
surface through which photons penetrate into the MJSC. In terms of conductivity,
carrier extraction and series resistance, its influence becomes very complicated.
When it comes to pn-junction, few more improvements can be made. Firstly, SRH
recombination is taken into account only in case of PEC, since it can be calculated
only for GaAs. If modeled for wide range of energy gaps, it could be accounted
for MJSC as well. Secondly, radiative recombination is calculated the same way in all
three regions. If there modeled better for different regions, it might improve the MJSC
model and results as well. Finally, surface recombination is not taken into account at
all. It could give us important insight in how surface processes affect the device if
modeled properly, especially in combination with window and BSF layer.
The devices were optimized using one diode model (Fig. 5.2). This means losses
are represented with only one diode. In general case, different losses have different
influence, which is changing in different circumstances. In general case:







where J and V are the device current and voltage, respectively, Jsc short-circuit current,
kB Boltzmann constant, T temperature, q electric charge and m diode ideality factor.
Ideality factor usually varies between 1 and 2, although it can be even higher in case
of significant surface recombination. If modeled with more than one diode:




















Different ideality factors describe how and in which circumstances different types of
losses dominate in the device. If, for example, loss i is the most significant, the overall
ideality factor will be mi. In other words, ideality factor describes the deviation of the
device in comparison to the ideal diode.
Losses minimization has already been discussed. Another way to minimize losses
is by photon recycling. Recombinations which have photons as a product do not
necessarily need to be losses, as those photons can be reabsorbed, as already described
in Chapter 9.5.
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